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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
This manual is divided into three chapters. Chapter 1 introduces three themes. The first
theme addresses the principles of vertebrate pest management. Second, awareness of federal,
state and county laws are brought to your attention. Third, there is a brief discussion on
diseases humans can contact from wildlife.
Chapter 2 covers pest species found in Utah which have some type of commercially
available restricted-use pesticide that can be used to control their damage. There is a brief
description of the physical characteristics of the animal to aid you in identifying the animal
causing the damage. Also, the habitat and food habits of the species are described.
Understanding this information will provide insight into why these animals use certain areas,
and may greatly assist in controlling any damage they may cause.
The “General Biology” section provides information about the breeding behavior to
help you identify the most effective time in which to begin a control program. The “Damage
Identification” section briefly discusses common problems associated with specific animals.
This section provides information to help you identify common signs of the animal. The
“Legal Status” of the species is also discussed. Finally some “Alternatives for Control” are
covered. In this section, the control methods are split into “non-lethal” and “lethal” methods.
Non-lethal methods are emphasized and encouraged. Possible control methods are not
discussed, nor are combinations of programs explored. Each control situation is different and
requires the careful review of all methods appropriate for the control of pest damage.
Chapter 3 provides a general discussion of commonly used non-lethal techniques and
their applications.
By reading this manual you will have gained a sufficient knowledge to pass the Utah
Vertebrate Animal Pest Control Applicators Certification and Recertification Examination.
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INTRODUCTION
Vertebrate pest control deals with animals possessing a backbone. Vertebrate pests
include any vertebrate, native or introduced, domestic or wild, which affects human health,
well-being, or conflicts in some way with human activities. This conflict can be either real or
perceived.
Vertebrate pests may include very diverse groups of animals including: amphibians,
reptiles, birds, and mammals. Except for commensal rodents and birds, it is not appropriate to
characterize all wildlife as pest species. Wildlife, for the most part, are considered pests only
in some situations and may be neutral or highly desirable in others.
The primary objective of vertebrate pest management is to alleviate the damage
problem, not destroy the animal. Many vertebrate pest problems can be solved by applying
preventive controls such as sanitation, exclusion, and habitat modification.
Each situation must be handled on an individual basis allowing for a variety of factors.
Analyzing what species is causing the problem before carrying out control measures is the
first step of the process. A combination of control measures will generally yield more positive
results than the use of any single treatment.
This manual does not discuss all the possible problems and pests, or all the known
control methods for dealing with vertebrate pest problems in Utah. For more information
applicators are encouraged to obtain a copy of the handbook:Prevention and Control of
Wildlife Damage from the Cooperative Extension Service, University of Nebraska, 202
Natural Resources Hall, Lincoln NE 68583-0819, or contact your Utah State University
County Extension Office.
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Chapter 1
PRINCIPLES OF VERTEBRATE
PEST MANAGEMENT
SECTION I

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Although each vertebrate damage situation is different, a standardized approach may
be used to resolve each situation. These approaches or principles describe steps used in
making responsible decisions while addressing specific vertebrate damage situations. The
principles are: 1) Recognize the damage patterns and the species responsible, 2) understand
the biology of the pest species relative to the damage problem, 3) know the damage
management strategies and alternatives, and, 4) know appropriate local, state, and federal
laws.

PRINCIPLE 1:

RECOGNIZE DAMAGE PATTERNS AND SPECIES
RESPONSIBLE

Most damage is caused by a few individuals in a population. It is important to
recognize the damage early and the animal causing it. Early detection can result in reduction
or elimination of the damage at a stage when it may be less expensive to control. It will also
affect fewer animals and use smaller amounts of pesticides or lethal methods.
Delayed control efforts may result in habitat conditioning. This may make the site
more attractive to additional animals and future damage. An example of habitat conditioning
is the construction of burrow systems by ground squirrels, prairie dogs, and pocket gophers. If
an extensive burrow system is present before management is initiated, the conditioned sites
become more attractive to dispersing animals than non-disturbed sites.
Proper identification of the species causing the damage is essential. Damage
management techniques differ for different species both from the legal and practical
standpoint. Assistance in correctly identifying the animals causing damage can be obtained
through USU County Extension Offices or the USU Extension Wildlife Specialist.
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PRINCIPLE 2:

UNDERSTAND THE BIOLOGY OF THE VERTEBRATE PEST
RELATIVE TO MANAGING THE PROBLEM

Each potential vertebrate pest species varies in behavior, distribution, food habits,
feeding ecology, habitat requirements and life history. Vertebrate pest populations fluctuate
according to environmental conditions. Many species can also change their normal population
parameters to compensate for the loss of individuals. Given these differences and responses in
vertebrate pest populations, these factors need to considered for control efforts to be effective.
Animals that reproduce seasonally exhibit annual cycles. During the reproductive
period, birth rates exceed death rates and the population increases. When reproduction ceases,
death rates increase and the population declines until the next breeding season. Population
changes of two- to five-fold are not uncommon within the yearly cycle. Factors that affect this
sequence of events may include immigration (new animals moving into an area), dispersal,
weather, habitat disturbances, disease, and predation.
Vertebrate populations respond to the removal of animals in a given area with
increased birth rates, reduced death rates and/or reduced dispersal.
Damage caused by vertebrate pests fluctuates with population size. Damage is seldom
a problem when populations are low. During peaks, damage may be severe and require
frequent attention.
Factors that Affect Wildlife Damage
Weather: If populations are high, damage increases markedly during a dry growing
season. Damage to crops is reduced during years of abundant moisture and when native
forage is available.
Seasonal Movement: Damage may coincide with seasonal migrations of big game
herds, waterfowl, cranes, and blackbirds. Migrating birds may have the greatest impact on
ripening crops in late summer and fall.
Duration, season, and daily activity patterns: Knowledge of the duration and season
of the damage impact and the activity patterns of the pest are important in determining the
degree of control needed. Protecting tree seedlings from damage by deer browsing may be
necessary for 6 months during each year for a decade, whereas protecting grain from
waterfowl damage may be only necessary for 2 to 3 weeks every other fall. Keeping raccoons
out of a garden by using electric fencing requires that the fence only be turned on at night.
All species exhibit unique requirements and life patterns. The more information you
have regarding a species and its requirements, the more effective your management program
will be.
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PRINCIPLE 3: KNOW THE ALTERNATIVES
With increasing regulations and restrictions, there are many management options that
need to be considered prior to implementing a damage management program. Management
options include toxicants, trapping, and habitat and behavior modification. Each option has
advantages and disadvantages, costs, and efficiency levels. Each option works well under
certain conditions, and poorly in others. All options require some level of training,
persistence, commitment, and risk on the part of the applicator.
Every option should be considered when formulating a vertebrate pest damage
management strategy. Options that minimize the use of pesticides are the real backbone of
integrated pest management.
PRINCIPLE 4: KNOW THE LAW
Knowledge of, and compliance with local, state, and federal regulations regarding the
use, storage, disposal, and record keeping of pesticides used in vertebrate pest control
programs is essential. The use of the pesticides in manners not consistent with label
instructions can increase the risks to non-target species or result in ineffective control
programs. The improper use of pesticides can also result in fines, loss of the use of the
chemical as a management option, not to mention the bad publicity.
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SECTION II

LAWS AND REGULATIONS

All wildlife living within the state of Utah, that are not held by private ownership and
legally acquired, are the property of the state. Wildlife by definition include, crustaceans,
insects and all vertebrate animals living in nature, with the exception feral animals. As a
publicly owned resource, wildlife are protected by state and federal laws.
Prior to beginning any vertebrate pest damage management program the legal status of
the animal must be determined. An animal’s legal status will influence the selection of
management techniques. The Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR), Utah Department of Agriculture (UDA), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and U.S. Department
of Agriculture—Animal Plant Health Inspection Service / Animal Damage Control (USDAAPHIS/ADC) are the state and federal regulatory agencies that can be contacted regarding the
laws concerning wildlife’s legal status and vertebrate pest damage management.
Any individual or organization planning to manage a vertebrate pest problem should
understand all the federal and state laws, as well as any county or city ordinances that may
pertain to the animal.

FEDERAL
United States Department of Agriculture
The U.S. Department of Agriculture—Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
Animal Damage Control (USDA-APHIS/ADC) is the federal agency authorized to carry out
predator, bird, and rodent control activities in order to protect American agriculture. These
activities are conducted in cooperation with the Utah Department of Agriculture. This
authority is stated legislation, enacted by the United States Congress on March 2, 1931 (46
Stat. 1468), on August 14, 1946 (60 Stat. 1080), and on December 19, 1985 (Public Law 99190).
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
The USFWS is responsible for the administration of the Endangered Species Act of
1973 (16 U.S.C. 1531-1543; 87 Stat. 884) as amended, the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 (16
U.S.C. 742a-742: 70 Stat. 1119) as amended, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (16
U.S.C. 703-711; 40 Stat. 755) as amended (Part 21—migratory bird permits and control of
bird depredation). These laws give the USFWS the regulatory authority to prevent or restrict
activities which may affect a protected wildlife species.
4

STATE
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
The Utah Legislature has declared wildlife property of the state. To manage the state’s
wildlife resources, the legislature created the Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) within
the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). UDWR is under the administration and general
supervision of the executive director of the DNR. It is subject to the policy-making authority
of the Utah Wildlife Board and the Utah Board of Big Game Control and charged with the
duty to protect, propagate, manage, conserve, and distribute protected wildlife throughout the
state. The coyote, red fox, field mouse, gopher, ground squirrel, jack rabbit, muskrat, raccoon,
and striped skunk are not considered to be protected wildlife. The director of UDWR may
authorize removal of big game animals and beaver that are damaging private property.
UDWR is also authorized to compensate crop owners for actual damage attributed to big
game and pheasants.
Utah Department of Agriculture
The Utah Department of Agriculture administers and enforces the Utah Pesticide
Control Act (Title 4, Chapter 14). This Act regulates the safe and proper use of pesticides,
regarding vertebrate pest damage management and certification of applicators. Pesticide product labels are registered by the Utah Department of Agriculture under Section 6 of the Act.

COUNTY AND LOCAL
Utah counties and municipalities may affect local urban vertebrate pest damage
management efforts. Each entity may enact laws or ordinances that govern the use of specific
techniques. For example, it is unlawful to discharge a firearm within city limits. Some cities
may also restrict the use of traps or toxicants.

LANDOWNER
The Utah Agriculture and Wildlife Damage Prevention Act (Title 4, Chapter 23) gives
landowners and legal occupants (tenants) the authority to destroy animals found in or near
buildings on their premises when those animals are destroying property including trees and
crops. Any agent engaged by the landowner or tenant is also authorized to operate under that
law. Animals that have been destroyed cannot be taken into possession, sold, or utilized by
the landowner, tenant, or agent. Destroyed animals must be taken into possession and
disposed of by UDWR employees. Damage caused by wildlife under these guidelines must be
substantial and excessive. Incidental or inconsequential damage does not constitute sufficient
justification to warrant the animal’s destruction. The UDWR ultimately must determine if the
landowner, tenant, or agent has exceeded authority to protect property.This state law is not
applicable to federally protected species.
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SECTION III

WILDLIFE DISEASE AND HUMANS

Wildlife populations can serve as a reservoir or carrier for diseases that may affect
humans. People who undertake control programs or are in frequent contact with wildlife
should be aware of these diseases and how to take precautionary or preventative measures to
protect themselves. This section discusses some diseases that wildlife carry that can affect
humans.

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
The risk of human infection for diseases that are carried by wildlife can be
significantly reduced by taking some simple precautionary steps.
Avoid wild animals that are sick or behaving abnormally; this includes animals that
have lost their fear of humans.
Always wear rubber gloves when skinning or examining any wild animal.
Practice cleanliness when working with wildlife. Do not eat or drink while handling or
skinning animals and wash hands thoroughly when finished.
If you become sick after working with an animal, tell your physician immediately that
you have encountered or handled a wild animal.

SYLVATIC PLAGUE
Sylvatic plague is an acute infectious disease that causes fever and swelling of the
lymph glands.
Four basic components seem to be involved in the spreading of sylvatic plague. These
are 1) fleas, 2) soil, 3) hibernating rodents, and 4) varying degrees of susceptibility among
rodent populations. Fleas (Yersenia pestis) are the principal vectors in transmitting the
disease. The structure of burrow systems and the social behavior of wild burrowing animals
create favorable conditions for these fleas and sylvatic plague to spread.
Transmission of sylvatic plague is dependant upon fleas feeding on an infected animal
and then feeding on an uninfected individual. Plague can affect many species of wildlife such
as ground squirrels, wood rats, prairie dogs, chipmunks, marmots, rabbits, deer mice, voles,
and badgers.
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RABIES
The rabies virus persists in the salivary glands of animals; from there it spreads when
an infected animal bites another animal or human. The virus attacks the brain and spinal cord.
If not treated immediately, rabies is fatal in humans. Treatment consists of a series of
vaccinations. The efficiency of the treatment is dependant upon the length of time that has
passed since exposure. By the time clinical symptoms develop, it is too late to save the
patient. If a human is bitten, the offending animals must be sacrificed immediately in order to
confirm the presence of rabies. Without benefit of this diagnosis (other than the bite itself) the
victim must undergo the series of vaccinations.
The disease manifests itself in two strikingly different forms of behavior:
furious/aggressive and paralytic rabies. In the furious form, the typical “mad dog” symptoms
are expressed, with the victim running around, biting and snapping at other animals or
inanimate objects. Hoofed animals may bite and lash out with their legs, and infected birds
attack with their beaks. In the less common paralytic form, animals become semi-paralyzed,
they drop their jaws, and cannot bite or produce sounds.
Skunks, foxes, bats, and raccoons are common wildlife reservoirs of rabies.
Prevention and Control
Effective rabies prevention should be based on 1) vaccination of domestic animals, 2)
control of stray dogs and cats, and 3) public education.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FEVER
Rocky mountain spotted fever is caused by a microorganism (rickettsial) and is
transmitted only by ticks. It has been isolated from a wide variety of wild animals in the
United States. At least nine species of ticks have been found to be naturally infected with the
disease, although not all are known transmitters to humans. These various species of ticks are
adapted to habitats ranging from human dwellings to forests, mountains, and plains, and from
humid to arid climates. The disease occurs in persons that have been bitten by an infected
tick. Infection may also be contracted from ticks by crushing them. Persons who spend a
considerable amount of time outdoors such as hikers, campers, sheep herders, surveyors,
explorers, soldiers on maneuvers, and forest workers are at a greater risk of infection. Owners
of dogs and cats may become infected where suitable host ticks are abundant.
Rocky mountain spotted fever can be treated effectively by a physician, particularly if
the disease is diagnosed early. In case of illness, any recent history of the tick bite should be
related to the physician. Vaccines are available to control the disease and should be limited to
those who are exposed by reason of occupation or residence in tick-infested areas where the
7

disease is known to occur. Campers and hikers entering infested areas should employ
appropriate measures to reduce the risk of tick bite. Measures should include the use of
repellents and proper clothing.

TULAREMIA
Tularemia is a bacterial, plague-like disease that exists in rabbits and rodents. It is
transmitted by an ectoparasite or direct contact. It is commonly transmitted to man from
infected rabbits, primarily cottontails, through an open wound during the process of skinning
the rabbit. Tularemia may also be contracted from improperly cooked meat or through bites of
ticks and flies.
Rabbits with tularemia behave oddly, run slowly, and can often be captured quite
easily. They may appear tame or to be in a stupor. Rodents, such as beaver, muskrats, and
voles, have some susceptibility to the disease under certain conditions. Tularemia in rabbits
and rodents cannot be eradicated. Attempts to reduce the numbers of susceptible wild hosts
are generally ineffective at reducing the incidence of the disease.

TRICHINOSIS
Trichinosis results from an infection in the intestines and muscles by larvae and cysts
of Trichinella spiralis. Infection occurs when a host eats raw or improperly cooked meat that
contains the larvae or cysts. Evidence indicates that all mammals are susceptible to infection
with this parasite but it’s most common in wild carnivores and scavengers. Research also
indicates that hogs, who were experimentally fed trichina-infected feces of rats and mice,
readily become infected. This suggests that rodents may play a role in the spreading of
trichinosis to hogs fed on garbage containing infected rat or mice feces. If the meat of
carnivorous wildlife, scavengers or hogs is consumed by humans, it should be properly
prepared by cooking, freezing, or curing to destroy any viable larvae or cysts.

HANTAVIRUS PULMONARY SYNDROME
Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS) is a recently recognized disease of the lungs.
The disease is characterized by flu-like symptoms, usually fever greater than 100, muscle
aches and chills, followed by difficulty in breathing. The disease results from exposure to
rodents.
Hantavirus infection is spread by inhaling the virus. These airborne viruses may come
from rodent droppings, urine and saliva. The disease is spread from rodent to rodent through
bites and, although uncommon, can be passed to humans in this manner. The common deer
mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) appears to be responsible for the spread of the disease in
most of the U.S. Other rodents are also infected with this virus but in much smaller numbers.
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The incubation period is not well known. HPS should be considered in anyone with
any flu-like symptoms who has had exposure to rodents within the last 42 days. Avoiding
contact with any rodent species is the only prevention.

BIRDS AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Large roosting colonies of birds can lead to public health problems. Droppings, in
addition to creating an objectionable smell, form a medium for the growth of bacteria and
fungi. Birds may also serve as carriers or vectors for disease. Large concentrations of birds
roosting or feeding near airports also create aviation hazards for private, public, and
commercial aircraft.

HISTOPLASMOSIS
Histoplasmosis is a respiratory disease in humans caused by inhaling spores from the
fungus Histoplasma capsulatum. Areas where bird droppings are abundant are ideal places for
the growth of the fungus. Infection by only a few spores generally produces a mild case of
histoplasmosis in humans and most are unaware that the disease has been contracted. A more
severe infection may result in an acute pulmonary infection with symptoms much like the flu.
The patient generally recovers spontaneously after a period of several weeks. Serious
infections can result from massive spore inhalation. Such cases may be chronic and are
generally treated with amphotericin B. Infection can be detected through a skin reactivity test
or lung x-ray which reveals healed lesions.
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SECTION IV

VERTEBRATE PEST DAMAGE MANAGEMENT AND
THE PUBLIC

Individuals responsible for conducting vertebrate pest damage management programs
need to be acutely aware of the different attitudes and perceptions people may have toward
such programs. These attitudes and perceptions directly affect the acceptance of vertebrate
pest management programs.
To ensure program acceptance, damage prevention needs to be emphasized.
Population reduction should be only attempted when and if all other avenues have been
explored. When population reduction measures are implemented, the risk to non-target
population can be minimized through implementation of the safest, most selective methods.
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Chapter 2
IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT OF
VERTEBRATE PEST DAMAGE
SECTION I

RODENTS

GROUND SQUIRRELS
Description
The Richardson’s ground squirrel (Spermophilus richardsonii) is light grayish brown
tinged with brown or buff (Figure 1). They have black speckles that result in a spotted or
barred effect and are indistinctly mottled with a whitish or pale buff underside. The body
measures about 8 inches long with a 2 to 4 inch tail. An adult weighs from 11 to 18 ounces.
The Richardson ground squirrel is the most common ground squirrel found in Utah.
The Columbian ground squirrel (Spermophilus columbianus) is easily distinguished
from other ground squirrels in its range by its distinctive coloration. It has reddish-brown fur
on its nose, forelegs and hindquarters. The head and body measure 10 to 12 inches in length
with a 3 to 4 inch tail. An average adult weighs more than 1 pound.
Food Habits
The Richardson’s ground squirrel is common in areas of open sagebrush. It is often
found on dry farms and grasslands. The Columbian ground squirrel is found in wetter areas
such as meadows, irrigated pastures, and alfalfa fields.
Ground squirrels feed on green vegetation (grasses and forbs) when available, and
switch to dry grasses and seeds later in their active period. The relatively high lipid content of
the seeds aids in the deposition of fat necessary for hibernation in all ground squirrels.
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Figure 1. Ground squirrel.

General Biology
Ground squirrels emerge from hibernation in January or February and remain active
until July or August. They breed a few weeks after emergence, with 2 to 10 young commonly
being born in May.
Damage Identification
High populations of ground squirrels may pose a serious pest problem. Squirrels
compete with livestock for forage, destroy food crops, and serve as a potential disease
reservoir. The mounds of dirt excavated from their burrows in hay fields damage mowers and
other haying machinery. Ground squirrels feed on both immature and mature grain crops.
Burrow mounds cover vegetation and interfere with harvesting.
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Legal Status
Richardson and Columbian ground squirrels in Utah are not protected by state law.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
Exclusion is generally not practical for control of ground squirrels.
Cultural Methods:
These methods are generally not practiced for control of ground squirrels.
Repellents:
None are registered by the EPA or the State of Utah.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Baiting with 2% zinc phosphide grain baits is the most effective population
reduction method for ground squirrels. Late fall or early winter is the best time
to use poison grain baits. Oats are the preferred grain bait. Begin the baiting
operation during stable good weather periods. Pre-bait each burrow with
untreated oats. After 2 or 3 days, if the untreated bait is eaten, treat the entire
colony.
When scattering grain, apply the amount indicated on the product label on the
hard, clean ground around the burrow. The bait should be scattered over a 1square foot area near the burrow entrances. Do not place the grain inside the
burrow entrance, on the mound, or in the grass away from the mound.Do not
put the grain in lumps or piles. If the grain is scattered well, the risk to livestock
is minimal. The safest way to avoid poisoning livestock is to treat only pastures
where livestock have been removed.
Fumigants:
– Aluminum phosphide can be used for ground squirrels surviving the use of
poisoned grain baits can be controlled using a burrow fumigant. Fumigate only
burrows known or strongly suspected to be occupied. Mark all burrows to be
treated with wooden stakes or engineering flags. As the burrows are treated the
markers can be removed. After fumigating, the burrow should be closed with
soil or sod to seal in the gas. If any burrows are reopened or activity is noted
after treatment, they should be re-fumigated.
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Fumigation is expensive, laborious, and can be disappointing. To increase your
chance of success, be sure to read and follow all label instructions. In general,
fumigants tend to be less effective in dry soil. Fumigation also can fail because
of the configuration of the burrow system, length of the burrow system,
absorption by grasses, or gas diffusing into cracks in the ground or
interconnecting burrows. Fumigating, however, may be the best control option
to use in irrigated alfalfa fields.
NOTE: Prior to beginning a baiting operation, the colony to be baited should not be
disturbed for the entire season.
Shooting:
The use of firearms is not very effective for controlling large ground squirrels
colonies.
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PRAIRIE DOGS
Description
There are three related species of prairie dogs in Utah: white-tailed prairie dog
(Cynomys leucurus), Gunnison’s prairie dog (Cynomys gunnisonii) and Utah prairie dog
(Cynomys parvidens). The white tailed prairie dog is buff mixed with black (Figure 2). The
Gunnison’s prairie dog is a cinnamon-buff color but darkest in the mid-torso area. Utah
prairie dogs are cinnamon or clay colored with a mixture of buff and black-tipped hairs, and
slightly darker on the rump. All have dark patches above and below the eye. Adult prairie
dogs weigh from 1½ to 2½ pounds. Utah prairie dogs occur only in Iron, Garfield, and
Wayne counties of Utah.

Figure 2. Utah prairie dog (Cynomys parvidens).

Food Habits
Their diet consists primarily of green plants such as bluegrass, bromegrass, grama
grass and alfalfa. They occasionally eat insects such as grasshoppers, but rarely eat meat.
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General Biology
Prairie dogs are social mammals that live in colonies. Their “towns” may consist of
several individuals and cover 200 acres or more. Burrows have sleeping chambers with nests
made of dry grass, and excrement chambers that are buried when filled and new ones made.
Holes are linked to provide for air passage. There may be as many as 8 to 15 burrow openings
per acre. All white-tailed prairie dogs hibernate. They enter hibernation in October and
emerge in late February to early March.
The prairie dog breeding season is from March through May. After a 30 day gestation
period a litter of three to six blind and hairless young are born. Foxes, badgers, coyotes,
hawks, owls, and snakes are primary predators of prairie dogs in Utah.
Damage Identification
The most conspicuous signs of prairie dog activity are the soil mounds that mark
burrow entrances. On gently sloping range lands, the amount of bare soil exposed may cause
increased erosion.
Since prairie dogs eat the same plants as livestock do, they may compete with
domestic livestock for available forage. In alfalfa fields, prairie dogs can reduce yields and
their mounds can damage mowing equipment.
Legal Status
The Utah Prairie dog is listed as a threatened species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. However, permits to remove a certain number of animals causing damage in alfalfa
fields are available through the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources on a case by case basis.
The Gunnison’s and white-tailed prairie dog are not protected by Utah state law.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
Fencing is generally not practical for control of white-tailed prairie dogs.
Cultural Methods:
Cultural methods are generally not practiced for control of white-tailed prairie
dogs.
Repellents:
No repellents are registered by the EPA or the State of Utah.
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LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Baiting with 2% zinc phosphide grain baits can be an effective population
reduction method for use on prairie dogs. Late fall or early winter is the best
time to use poison grain baits. Oats are the preferred grain bait. Baiting operations should only be conducted during settled weather periods. To increase the
chance of success each burrow should be pre-baited with untreated oats. After
2 or 3 days, if the pre-bait is eaten, then the entire colony can be treated.
When scattering grain, apply the amount indicated on the product label to the
hard, clean ground around the burrow. The bait should be scattered over a 1square foot area near the burrow entrance (Figure 3).DO NOT place the grain
inside the burrow entrance, on the mound, or in the grass away from the
mound. DO NOT put the grain in lumps or piles. If the grain is scattered well,
risk to livestock is minimal. The safest way to avoid poisoning livestock is to
treat only pastures where livestock have been removed.

Figure 3. Poison grain bait should be scattered over a 1 square foot area
at each burrow entrance.

Fumigants:
– Aluminum phosphide can be used on prairie dogs surviving the use of poison
grain baits or inhabiting irrigated alfalfa fields. Fumigate only burrows known
or strongly suspected to be occupied. Mark all burrows to be treated with
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wooden stakes or engineering flags. As the burrows are treated the markers can
be removed. The burrow should be closed with soil after fumigating to seal in
the gas. If any burrows are reopened or activity is noted after treatment, the
active burrows should be re-fumigated.
To increase the fumigant’s effectiveness, be sure to read and follow all label
instructions. In general, fumigants tend to be less effective in dry soil.
Fumigation also can fail because of the configuration of the burrow system,
length of the burrow system, absorption of grasses, and gas diffusing into
cracks in the ground, or into interconnecting burrows. Fumigation is expensive,
laborious, and can be disappointing.
NOTE: Prior to beginning a baiting operation, the prairie dog town to be baited should
not be disturbed for an entire season.
Shooting:
– Shooting is not very effective for controlling white-tailed prairie dogs.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION:
BLACK-FOOTED FERRET
The black-footed ferret (Figure 4) is an endangered species. Black-footed ferrets are
found exclusively in prairie dog towns, since prairie dogs are their major prey source. Prior to
beginning a prairie dog control program the site should be evaluated to determine if it meets
federal guidelines for ferret surveys. This is a label requirement for aluminum phosphide. If a
ferret is suspected of inhabiting an area, report its presence to state or federal officials before
initiating any prairie dog control.

Figure 4. Black-footed ferret.
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POCKET GOPHERS
Description
There are two species of pocket gophers in Utah: Botta’s pocket gopher T
( homomys
bottae) and the northern pocket gopher (Thomomys talpoides). The species are similar with
thickset bodies, short necks, short fur, small eyes and ears, a naked or sparsely haired tail, and
large externally fur-lined cheek pouches (Figure 5). These “pockets” gave rise to the common
name. The pockets extend from the cheeks to the shoulders, and are used to carry food or
bedding material for nests. Pocket gophers make two kinds of burrows: those near the surface
for food gathering and deeper ones that are used for storage and shelter. The pocket gopher
can move about in its burrow equally well in both the forward and backward directions.
Pocket gophers have large incisors that continually grow throughout the gophers life. In order
to keep dirt out of the mouth while the gopher is underground gnawing and foraging, the lips
close behind the incisors.

Figure 5. Pocket gophers (Thomomys talpoides).
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Food Habits
Pocket gophers usually forage underground for roots and tubers. They will also cut off
stems below ground and pull the plant into the burrow from below. What is not eaten
immediately is stored in underground chambers for later use. They derive all their water from
the vegetation they consume.
General Biology
Pocket gophers are solitary animals. They do not hibernate but retreat to deep burrows
in winter. Males emerge in the spring to seek mates. After mating they separate.
Gophers give birth to one or two litters per year. Litters range in size from 2 to 11
young. Pocket gophers are sexually mature at 3 months of age but remain in the mothers
burrow for approximately 2 years. When they leave, most go above ground and are very
vulnerable to predators.
Damage Identification
Depending on the condition of local vegetation and the species present, several types
of damage can be attributed to pocket gophers.
Many complaints against pocket gophers stem from damage they do to alfalfa
plants or the nuisance they constitute in those fields.
By eating the roots of alfalfa they can kill entire plants. The mounds of soil
thrown out on the surface of the ground may also kill alfalfa plants and as well
as create a nuisance by plugging and dulling mower cutter bars or windrowers.
Pocket gophers compete with livestock and other herbivores. By harvesting and
burying vegetation, gophers reduce the amount of herbage available for
grazing.
Gophers alter composition of vegetation through selective feeding and soil
disturbance. They tend to suppress plant species on which they commonly feed
and maintain those that benefit from disturbances (usually undesirable
annuals).
Gophers reduce ground cover and sometimes may be the primary cause for
erosion.
Gophers create a nuisance and cause damage to lawns and gardens. They will
eat garden plants and create soil mounds in lawns.
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Gophers sometimes cause serious problems in attempts at reforestation of
burned or logged areas. By eating the roots of seedlings, they kill or severely
weaken young trees.

Legal Status
Pocket gophers are not protected by Utah state law.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
Fencing is not practical.
Cultural Methods:
These methods have not proven to be effective.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Strychnine® alkaloid or strychnine grain, milo, oats, or wheat baits are
effective in amounts as low as 0.31 pounds per acre of 0.5 percent strychnine
coated bait.
– Zinc phosphide 2% concentration in either pelleted or on grain baits can be
effective in controlling pocket gophers.
These baits must be placed underground. The best way is to open a hole in the
main gopher runway and place a teaspoon of bait inside.
On larger areas, a mechanical burrow-builder can be used to place bait. This
machine will create an artificial burrow and place the poisoned bait in the
burrow at the same time. The burrow-builder is pulled by a tractor to make
parallel burrows about 25 feet apart. These burrows should be at least 9-10
inches in depth.
Fumigants:
– Aluminum phosphide is a registered fumigant for pocket gopher control is a
restricted use pesticide. Prior to using be sure to read and follow label
instructions. Aluminum phosphide will affect other burrow dwelling animals.
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The best time to use fumigants is in the early spring when soil moisture
conditions are good.
– Gas cartridges are commercially available and are not a restricted use
pesticide.
Traps:
Several types of traps are beneficial for small scale control of gardens or lawns.
Traps should be set at “fresh workings.” The following steps are recommended:
1. Locate the newest mound in the area.
2. Probe to locate the main runway. Locate the main runway by finding the
plug where the gopher has filled up the lateral tunnel and left a horseshoeshaped depression in a fresh mound. The main runway will be about 15 to 18
inches away from the mound on the same side as the horseshoe-shaped
depression.
3. Dig down until you locate the runway and remove soil from the burrows so
that traps can be placed far back into the runway.
4. Attach a piece of wire by running it through the coil spring. Fasten the other
end of the wire to a metal stake to serve as a anchor and to help locate the set
for tending so the gopher cannot pull it into the burrow.
5. Set and place two traps, one in each direction. The trigger is placed away
from the excavation.
6. The open burrows attract the gopher and it will be caught while trying to
plug them. Push traps into the open tunnel as far back as possible or partially
cover the entrances.
Shooting:
Shooting is not practical.
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WOODRATS
Description
Five species of woodrats occur in Utah. The Bushytail woodrat (Neotoma cinera),
Desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida), Stephens woodrat (Neotoma stephensi), Whitethroat
woodrat (Neotoma albigula) and the Mexican woodrat (Neotoma mexicana). These rodents
are about the size of the common Norway rat or house rat. They are distinguishable from the
Norway rat by their hairy rather than scaly tail, soft, fine fur, and large ears (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Woodrats (Neotoma stephensi).

Food Habits
The food habits of woodrats are relatively specific for the individual species. For
example, the bushy tail woodrat feeds primarily on green vegetation, twigs and shoots while
the Mexican woodrat feeds on seeds, fruits, acorns, and cactus.
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General Biology
Woodrats are usually active at night. Most species build a large stick house on the
ground or in trees while some species live in rocky outcroppings. The houses are typically
occupied by one individual or by a female with her young. Nests are made of finely shredded
plant material located within the larger den. Breeding occurs in the spring. After a gestation
period of 23-28 days, a litter containing one to four is born in mid-March.
Damage Identification
Woodrats are a vector in the transmission of certain diseases, most notably sylvatic
plague. Woodrats are a nuisance around cabins, outbuildings, and other infrequently used
structures. They have a tendency to pack away small objects such as jewelry, cooking and
eating utensils, and other shiny items. This is why they are commonly referred to as packrats.
This behavior can be a nuisance to backpackers and campers.
Populations are fairly dispersed and economic damage to agricultural crops occurs in
limited areas. Agricultural damage occurs when woodrats gnaw small twigs and branches on
forest or orchard trees. Excessive gnawing can result in the damaged tree dying.
Legal Status
Woodrats are protected by Utah state law. They can be controlled when causing
property damage or creating a public health concern. Check with local UDWR or Agricultural
Department Office prior to implementing any large scale control programs.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Woodrats can be permanently excluded from buildings. Since woodrats are
agile climbers, all entrances to buildings, including those at the attic level, must
be closed. Coarse steel wool, wire screen and lightweight sheet metal are
excellent materials for plugging gaps and holes.
Cultural Methods:
– Cultural methods are not generally useful. In orchards, trimming lower
branches of trees may be useful.
– Destruction of woodrat dens and nests may also reduce numbers.
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Repellents:
– There are no registered repellents for woodrats.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Zinc phosphide is a Restricted Use Pesticide and must be applied by a
certified applicator. Steamed rolled oats or oat groats treated with 1.0% zinc
phosphide are generally very effective on woodrats. Zinc phosphide bait should
be applied in late afternoon just prior to the night-time feeding.
– Anticoagulants are baits containing diphacione and chlorophacinore. Open
bait containers are recommended over bait boxes as woodrats may fill the
boxes with sticks and other debris. Anticoagulant paraffin bait blocks have also
proven valuable for woodrat control. Paraffin increases resistance to mold and
lasts longer. Also, the bait block should be tacked or tied down to prevent the
woodrat from taking it away.
Traps:
– The standard rat trap or snap type is quite effective for woodrats. Pre-baiting
the trap by leaving it baited but unset for several days will improve trap
success. Good trap baits include bacon rind, peanut butter, oatmeal and raisins.
Nesting materials such as cotton can also provide an effective bait.
– Live-catch traps can be used for woodrats using the same baiting procedures
described for snap traps. Trapped animals should be immediately disposed of
and not released in other areas.
– Burrow entrance traps such as the 110 Conibear® trap can be used in woodrat
control. The trap is placed in nest openings or other restricted travel ways and
is triggered when the wood rat passes through the trap opening. Baiting is not
necessary when traps are set in this manner.
– Glue boards can also be effective for trapping woodrats. These work on the
same principle as fly paper; when a rat attempts to cross a glue board, it gets
stuck. This method requires the applicator to devote much time to the
surveillance of the paper because woodrats caught on glue boards may not die
immediately; therefore, it is important to frequently check the boards. Captured
animals should be immediately disposed of. If a live animal is discovered it can
be killed quickly by immersing the entire board in water.
Shooting:
– Shooting is not practical for control of woodrats.
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VOLES
Description
Meadow voles, also called meadow mice, field mice, etc., belong to the genus
Microtus. Voles are compact animals with stocky bodies, short legs and a short tail (Figure 7).
Their eyes are small and their ears are partially hidden. A vole’s underfur is dense and
covered with thick, long guard hairs. They usually are brown or grey, though many color
variations exist.

Figure 7. Montane vole (Microtus montanus) (left), and Prairie vole (Microtus ochrogaster)
(right).

Five species of voles live in Utah. Tentative identification of a particular animal may
be made by using species descriptions, habitat descriptions and range maps. Descriptions of
each species follow.
PRAIRIE VOLE (Microtus ochrogaster )
The prairie vole is 5 to 7 inches in total length. Its fur is grey to dark brown mixed
with gray, yellow or hazel-tipped hairs, giving it a “peppery” appearance. Underparts are grey
to yellow-grey. It is the most common vole in prairie habitats.
The prairie vole is found in a variety of habitats such as old fields, marshlands and
short grass prairies. When in associated with the meadow vole, it is generally in drier habitats.
MEADOW VOLE (Microtus pennsylvanicus )
The meadow vole is the most widely distributedMicrotus species in the United States.
Its total length is 5½ to 7½ inches. Its fur is grey to yellow-brown obscured by black-tipped
hairs. A northern subspecies may also have some red in its fur. Its underparts are grey, at
times washed with silver or buff and the tail is bi-colored.
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The meadow vole prefers wet meadows and grassland habitats. When in association
with the montane vole or prairie vole, it is generally found in more moist habitats.
LONG-TAILED VOLE (Microtus longicaudus )
The long-tailed vole can be distinguished from otherMicrotus species by its tail which
comprises 30% or more of its total length (6 to 8½ inches). It has grey to dark brown fur with
many black-tipped hairs. The underparts are grey mixed with some white or yellow and the
tail is indistinctly bi-colored.
The long-tailed vole is found in a variety of habitats, e.g., sagebrush grasslands,
forested mountain meadows, and stream banks.
MONTANE VOLE (Microtus montanus )
The montane vole is 5½ to 8½ inches in total length. Its fur is brown washed with grey
or yellow hairs, with some black-tipped. Its feet are usually silver grey and body underparts
are whitish and the tail is bi-colored.
The montane vole is found in alpine meadows, dry grasslands and sagebrush grasslands. When in association with the meadow vole, it generally occupies the drier habitats.
WATER VOLE (Microtus richardsonii )
The water vole is the largest Microtus species in America. Its total length (nose to tip
of tail) is 8 to 10½ inches. It has grayish-brown fur with grey underparts that are washed with
white or silver. The tail is bi-colored dark above, light below.
The water vole is found primarily in semi-aquatic habitats including stream banks,
lakeshores, and in alpine meadows.
Voles occupy a wide variety of habitats. They prefer areas with heavy ground cover of
grasses, grass-like plants or litter. When two species are found together in an area, they
usually occupy different habitats. Voles have also been known to occupy orchards and
cultivated fields.
Food Habits
Voles eat a wide variety of plants. They most frequently eat grasses and forbs, but in
late summer and fall they will store seeds, tubers, and bulbs to eat during the winter months.
Voles will also eat snails, insects and carrion.
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General Biology
Voles are active day and night, year round. They do not hibernate. Home ranges are
usually 1/4 acre or less; however, the size may vary with season, population density, habitat,
food supply, and other factors. Voles construct many tunnels and surface runways with
numerous burrow entrances. A single burrow system may contain several adults and young.
Voles breed several times throughout the year. After a gestation period of about 21
days a litter of up to 11 are born. Young are weaned by the time they are 21 days old, and the
females are sexually mature at 35 to 40 days.
Large population fluctuations are characteristic of voles. Population levels generally
peak every 2 to 5 years. Many voles are excellent swimmers and can evade predation by
swimming and diving. Voles fall prey to coyotes, snakes, hawks, owls, weasels, and are a
major prey source for marten.
Damage Identification
Voles cause damage to orchards and forests by girdling seedlings and mature trees.
Girdling mainly occurs in fall and winter. Field crops (e.g., alfalfa, clover, grain, potatoes),
lawns, and golf courses may be damaged by the extensive runway and tunnel systems voles
build. These systems interfere with crop irrigation by displacing water and causing levees and
checks to wash out.
An extensive surface runway system with numerous burrow openings is the most
easily identifiable sign of voles. Runways are 1 to 2 inches wide with vegetation clipped close
to the ground (Figure 8). Feces and small pieces of vegetation may also be found in the
runways.
The pine vole does not use surface runways. It builds an extensive system of
underground tunnels. The surface runways of the long-tailed vole are the least extensive.
Girdling and gnaw marks alone do not necessarily indicate the presence of voles, since
other animals, such as jackrabbits, may cause similar damage. Vole girdling can be
differentiated from girdling by other animals by the lack of uniformity of the gnaw marks.
They occur at various angles and in irregular patches. The approximate size is 1/8 inch wide,
3/8 inch long, and 1/16 inch or more deep. Rabbit gnaw marks are larger and show neatly
clipped branches with oblique clean cuts. Close examination of girdling damage and the
presence of accompanying signs (feces, traces, burrow systems, etc.) should enable
identification of the animal causing girdling damage.
Voles are not a species which pose a major public health hazard because they rarely
come into contact with humans. However, they are capable of carrying disease organisms
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transmissible to humans, such as plague (Yersinia pestis) and tularemia (Francisilla
tularensis).

Figure 8. Surface runway system of the prairie vole.

Legal Status
Voles are classified as non-game mammals and are protected by Utah state law. They
can be controlled when causing damage.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Hardware cloth cylinders with a mesh size of 1/4 inch or less can be used
around seedlings and small trees. Bury the wire at least 6 inches to discourage
the voles from digging under the cylinder.
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Cultural Methods:
– Eliminate ground cover in and around crops, lawns and cultivated areas.
– Soil cultivation destroys cover and burrows.
Repellents:
– Thiram may be useful for short-term protection. Thiram is a commercially
available fungicide which, when applied to a plant or plant part, will give the
plant a bitter taste.
Live Traps:
– Sherman or box traps can be used for live trapping voles. These live traps can
be purchased at local garden or nursery stores.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Zinc phosphide (2% concentration) is available in pellet and grain bait
formulations. This toxicant can be broadcast at rates of 6–10 lbs/acre or placed
in runways and burrow openings.
– Anticoagulant baits can be broadcast, placed in burrows or put in bait
containers. These baits can be glued to the inside of water-repellent paper
tubes.
Fumigants:
– Fumigants are usually not effective for the control of voles.
Traps:
– Traps are only effective for controlling small vole populations.
– Mouse snap traps baited with a peanut butter-oatmeal mixture or apple slices
may be effective.
Shooting:
– Shooting is not practical for the control of voles.
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WHITE-FOOTED AND DEER MICE
Description
The White-Footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus) and the Deer mouse (Peromyscus
maniculatus) are nearly identical in appearance (Figure 9). Identification on the basis of
habitat or consultation with an expert may be the only way to tell the two species apart. The
head and body of the mouse are 3 to 7 inches in length. The well-haired, tufted tail is at least
one-third the total length of the animal measuring 2 to 8 inches. Adult weight averages
between 0.5 and 3.0 ounces. The fur is usually soft and full with coloration varying with
habitat. For example, a lighter pelage is found in arid desert habitats, while grayish in cool
wood habitats. The ears are large relative to the rest of the body and are covered with fine
hairs.

Figure 9. The deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus).

Deer mice or White-footed mice are found in a great variety of habitats. The deer
mouse is widely distributed, but does not regularly occur in moist places. The white-footed
mouse also occurs over a large region but keeps mainly to deep woodlands or bushy areas.
Nests of the deer mouse are spheres of grass about 4 inches in diameter lined with down from
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plants or with shredded materials. A soiled nest is abandoned, so several nests are built during
the year.
Food Habits
The diet of the white-footed and deer mouse includes seeds, nuts, berries, fruits,
insects and other small invertebrates, and carrion.
General Biology
Deer mice are largely nocturnal and active throughout the year, but they do experience
periods of torpor, involving a reduction in body temperature for several hours. They are
sociable mammals and in winter several mice may huddle together in a single nest.
The male mouse lives with the family and helps care for the immature young.
Breeding may occur throughout the year but most commonly March through October. Deer
and white-footed mice have a gestation period between 21 to 27 days and usually produce
three to four litters per year. The average litter size is about four young.
Damage Identification
A principal problem caused by white-footed and deer mice is their tendency to enter
homes, cabins, and other structures that are not rodent-proof. Once inside a structure, they
build nests, store food, and can cause damage to upholstered furniture, mattresses, clothing,
paper, or other materials that they find suitable for their nest-building activities. Nests,
droppings, and other signs left by these mice are similar to that of house mice. White-footed
and deer mice have a greater tendency to cache food supplies, such as acorns, seeds, or nuts,
than do house mice. They are uncommon in urban and suburban residential areas unless there
is considerable open space (fields, parks, etc.) nearby.
Both the white-footed mouse and deer mouse dig up and consume newly planted
seeds, flower beds, and field borders. Their excellent sense of smell makes them highly
efficient at locating and digging up buried seed. Formerly much reforestation was attempted
by direct seeding of clear-cut areas, but seed predation by the deer mice, white-footed mice
and other rodents and birds, caused frequent failure in the regeneration. For this reason, to reestablish Douglas fir and other commercial timber species it is often necessary to hand plant
seedlings, despite the increased expense of this method.
This species of mice has been implicated as a major carrier of Hantavirus. Extreme
caution should be taken when implementing deer mouse control programs or cleaning up
debris or sites where these mice have frequented. Prior to beginning a clean-up or control
program, contact your local health department or county extension office.
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Legal Status
White-footed and deer mice are considered native, non-game mammals and are
protected under Utah State law. They can be controlled when they are causing damage or
posing a public health threat.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Rodent-proof construction is the best method of exclusion for mice.
– All openings larger than 1/4 inch should be sealed with wire mesh 1/4 inch or
smaller. Fencing can be used to protect seeded garden plots. Bury the edges of
the wire several inches beneath the soil or prevent burrowing.
Cultural Methods:
– Food items should be stored in rodent-proof containers.
– All nesting opportunities and materials should be removed and fireplaces
sealed when not in use.
Frightening:
– No effective methods are known to frighten Deer or white-footed mice.
Repellents:
– Moth flakes or moth balls (naphthalene or paradichlorobenzene) may be
effective, but are not registered for repelling mice.
Live Traps
– Automatic traps designed for live-capture are effective.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Anticoagulant baits containing diphacinone, chlorophacinone, brodifacoum,
and bromadiolone are very effective. Brodifacoum and bromadiolone may be
effective in a single feeding.
– Loose-grain bait formulations or secured paraffin wax bait blocks are also
effective.
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– Zinc phosphide is a single-dose poison and is available in grain baits. This is
a Restricted Use Pesticide.
Fumigants:
– No fumigants are registered for these animals.
Traps:
– Mouse snap traps baited with peanut butter, sunflower seed, licorice, or
similar items work well when set along walls, travel routes, and behind objects.
Shooting:
– Shooting is not practical.
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COMMENSAL RODENTS
MICE
Description
The house mouse (Mus musculus), is a small slender rodent that has a slightly pointed
nose, and small black, somewhat protruding eyes (Figure 10). It has large scantily haired ears,
and a nearly hairless tail with obvious tail rings. House mice are considered among the most
troublesome and economically important rodents in the United States.
An adult house mouse weighs about 2½ to 4½ ounces. They are generally grayishbrown with a grey or buff belly. Similar mice include the white-footed mice and the jumping
mice (which have a white belly), and the harvest mouse (which have grooved upper incisor
teeth).

Figure 10. The house mouse (Mus musculus).
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Native to central Asia, this species arrived in North America along with European
settlers. The highly adaptable house mouse often lives in close association with humans and
therefore is termed one of the “commensal” rodents along with Norway and roof rats. House
mice are more common in residences and commercial structures than are rats. By gnawing,
climbing, jumping or swimming, house mice gain entry to structures.
Food Habits
The house mouse eats many types of food, but prefers seeds and grain. They will not
hesitate to sample new foods and are considered “nibblers.” Foods high in fat, protein, or
sugar may be preferred even when grain and seeds are present. Such items include bacon,
chocolate candies, butter and nutmeats. A single mouse eats only about 1 ounce of food per
day (8 pounds per year), but because of their habit of nibbling on many foods and discarding
partially eaten items, mice destroy considerably more food than they consume.
Mice can get by with little or no water, although they readily drink water when it is
available. They obtain their water needs from the foods they eat. An absence of food or
adequate moisture content in their environment may reduce their breeding potential.
General Biology
House mice are mainly nocturnal, although at some locations considerable daytime
activity can be seen. Seeing mice during the daytime hours does not necessarily mean there is
a high population present, although this is usually true for rats.
Mice have poor eyesight, relying more on their hearing and their excellent senses of
smell, taste, and touch. They are also considered to be colorblind. Therefore, for safety
reasons, baits can be dyed distinctive colors without causing avoidance by mice, as long as
the dye does not have an objectionable taste or odor.
House mice can dig and may burrow into the ground in a field or around structures
when other shelter is not readily available. Nesting may occur in any sheltered location. Nests
are constructed of shredded fibrous material (paper, burlap, or similar items) and generally
have the appearance of a loosely woven “ball” of material. Nests are 4 to 6 inches in diameter.
Litters of 5 or 6 young are born 19 days after mating. Females can conceive while still
nursing. Mice are born naked and with their eyes closed. They grow rapidly and within 2
weeks are covered with hair and their eyes and ears are open. Young mice begin to make
short excursions from the nest and eat solid food at 3 weeks. Mice are sexually mature at 6 to
10 weeks. Mice may breed year-round, but when living outdoors are most actively
reproducing in spring and fall. A female may have up to 10 litters per year. Mouse
populations, can therefore, grow rapidly under ideal conditions. Breeding activities and the
survival of young decrease when population densities become high.
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Damage Identification
House mice consume and contaminate foodstuffs and animal feed. They can cause
damage on farms, in feed storage structures and feed mills, in warehouses, bakeries, markets,
and homes. Mice also damage containers and packaging materials in which foods and feed
are stored. Mice that live in fields may dig up and feed on newly planted grain. They also
cause damage to crops before harvest. Contamination is due to droppings and urine, making
food unfit for human consumption.
House mice also cause damage to insulation inside walls and gnaw on the building
structure. They have been known to build nests in large electrical appliances, many times
chewing up wires as well as insulation, leading to fire hazards as well as expensive repairs.
Mice also damage stored items in attics, basements, garages, or museums.
Common diseases mice or their parasites may transmit to humans are salmonellosis
(food poisoning) rickettsialpox, leptospirosis, ratbite fever, tapeworms, and organisms that
can cause ringworm (a skin fungal disease) in humans. Recently, it has been found that house
mice can act as reservoirs and transmitters of swine dysentery, a serious bacterial disease of
swine often termed “bloody scours.”

Mouse Sign
Presence of house mice can be determined by looking for a number of different
“mouse signs.” These include the following:
DROPPINGS may be found along runways, in feeding areas, and near shelter. It may
be difficult to differentiate between mouse droppings and those of certain insects.
Mouse droppings are about 1/4 inch (6 mm) long, whereas those of cockroaches are
usually 1/8 to 1/4 inch (3 to 6 mm) long and under a magnifying glass show distinct
longitudinal ridges and squared-off ends. Droppings of bats contain insect fragments
and are more easily crushed between the fingers.
TRACKS including footprints or tail marks may be seen on dusty surfaces or in mud.
A tracking patch made of flour can be placed overnight to determine if rodents are
present.
URINE both wet and dry, is fluorescent under ultraviolet light. Urine stains may occur
along travel ways or in feeding areas.
SMUDGE MARKS (rub marks) may occur on beams, rafters, pipes, walls, etc., as a
result of oil and dirt rubbing off mice’s fur along frequently-traveled routes. They may
be less apparent than rub marks left by rats.
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GNAWING may be visible on doors, ledges, in corners, in wall material, on stored
materials, or other surfaces wherever mice are present. Fresh accumulations of wood
shavings, insulation, and other gnawed material indicate active infestations. Size of
entry holes [often 1 ½ inches in diameter or less for mice, 2 inches or larger for rats] or
tooth marks can be used to distinguish rat from mouse gnawing. Mice keep their
paired incisor teeth, which grow continuously, and are worn down by gnawing on hard
surfaces and by working them against each other.
SOUNDS such as gnawing, climbing in walls, running across the upper surface of
ceilings, and various squeaks are common where mice are present.
VISUAL SIGHTING of mice may be possible during daylight hours, and mice also
can be seen after dark with the aid of a powerful flashlight or spotlight.
NESTS frequently are found when cleaning garages, closets, attics, basements, etc.
where mice are present. They consist of fine, shredded fibrous materials.
ODORS may indicate the presence of house mice. A characteristic musky odor is a
positive indication that mice are present and can be used to differentiate their presence
from that of rats.

Estimating Mouse Numbers
Mouse sign and visual sightings are of limited value in accurately estimating mouse
numbers, but they are the simplest and often the only practical method available. Premises
should be searched thoroughly when looking for mice. In structures, searches should include
attics, basements, around foundations, crawl spaces, behind and under stored materials, and so
forth.
One method to detect the presence of mice is to make non-toxic tracking-dust patches
of flour or talc at 20 to 30 foot intervals throughout a structure. The number of patches
showing tracks after 24 hours, and the abundance of tracks in each patch, indicate the size of
the population. Because, house mice do not travel far from their nests or shelter, unlike rats,
the percentage of patches showing tracks is a good indicator of the relative size of the mouse
population and distribution.
Snap-trapping is also an excellent way to determine the presence of mice. A relative
index of mouse abundance can be calculated from the number of mice trapped for a certain
number of traps set during one or more nights (for example, 35 mice caught per 100 trap
nights).
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Legal Status
House mice are not protected in Utah. They may be controlled using any pesticide
registered by federal or state authorities, or they may be controlled by use of mechanical
methods such as traps.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Rodent-proof construction of buildings can be easily accomplished by using
standard construction materials such as concrete, sheet metal or heavy
screening.
– All openings larger than 1/4 inch should be sealed. Edges of doors, window
sashes, etc., can be covered with sheet metal or hardware cloth to prevent
gnawing and subsequent entry. Rodent proofing should be extended to a height
of 36 inches above ground or 12 inches above piled materials.
Where utility lines or pipes enter concrete, steel wool or hardware cloth can be
stuffed in holes or the holes filled with concrete. Where utility lines or pipes
enter wood structures, sheet metal can be used to seal the openings.
Feed storage sheds, or corn cribs, can be rodent-proofed by attaching a 3 foot
wide roll of ½ inch wire mesh skirting around the bottom edge. Twelve inches
of the skirting should be buried in the ground. The top edge can be covered
with an 8 inch strip of sheet metal and fastened to the structure. All doors and
windows should be treated similarly.
Concrete foundations should extend at least 18 inches below ground to prevent
rodent burrowing. Foundations less than 18 inches deep will require an Lshaped curtain extending outward from the foundation to prevent burrowing
beneath the foundation (Figure 11).
Floor drains should be tightly covered with metal grill work to stop entry from
sewers.
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Figure 11. An L-shaped curtain can
prevent mouse and rat damage.

Cultural Methods:
– By removing trash and debris and cleaning up spilled food, potential mouse
habitat can be greatly reduced. Metal garbage or plastic cans with tight-fitting
lids should be used.
– Food items should be stored in metal containers.
– All nesting opportunities and materials should be removed and fireplaces
sealed when not in use. Lumber, boxes, pipe, etc., should be stored on stands at
least 18 inches above the floor.
Frightening:
– No effective methods are known to frighten mice.
Repellents:
– Moth flakes or moth balls (naphthalene or paradichlorobenzene) may be
effective, but are not registered for repelling mice.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
-Single dose poisons may be used where large numbers of mice occur, or
where food is abundant, such as feedlots. These poisons are designed to kill the
rodent after only one feeding.
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To be sure the mouse will eat the bait, consider pre-baiting the area. If the
rodents are eating the grains, then ready-to-use commercial grain poison baits
can be used. If the rodents have a variety of foods available to them, you may
need to consider using concentrated forms of commercial poisons on fresh
baits. Combine toxicant directly with bait and stir until thoroughly mixed.
Poison baits made using fresh material must be used immediately.
Single-dose poison baits should be placed in accordance to label directions
wherever evidence of rodent activities is seen. Single dose baiting will be more
effective if pre-baiting with unpoisoned bait is done for 3 days prior to
poisoning. All dead rodents should be removed immediately and disposed of
properly. Most single dose poisons should not be used again in the same area
for 6 months to 1 year because the animals can learn to associate it as a danger
and avoid it.
Anticoagulant baits such as brodifacoum and bromadiolone may be effective in
a single-dose feeding.
Zinc phosphide is also a single-dose poison and is available in grain baits. This
is a Restricted Use Pesticide.
Anticoagulants are designed to deliver a lethal dose after repeated feedings. In
general, mice must consume several doses over several days before dying.
Some commercial multi-dose anticoagulants can kill after a single feeding, but
can be dangerous to house pets and non-target species.
When using a commercial poison bait, be sure to choose good quality, fresh
products that will compete well with the rodents’ existing food sources.
Multiple-dose poison food baits should be placed in 4 to 16-ounce quantities
wherever evidence of mice is seen. Bait stations can be used to reduce the risk
to non-target animals, pets and children. A bait station is a box with entrance
holes large enough for mice, a tamper-proof lid secured by a latch and fastened
tightly to the site. Label the box “POISON.” Check all poisoned baits daily and
replenish or replace if moldy or rancid. Continue baiting for at least 10 days or
until bait consumption ceases. If no bait is consumed try alternative locations.
Fumigants:
-No fumigants are registered for mice.
Traps:
-Mouse snap traps baited with peanut butter, sunflower seeds, or similar items
work well. Place traps where mice are seen, heard and most likely to run; along
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walls, under appliances, and along rafters and pipes.
Traps should be set perpendicular to travel routes. If several traps are used at
once, the mice can usually be eliminated before they become trap-shy.
Shooting:
– Shooting is not practical for mice.
Control of commensal rodents (rats and mice) is most successful when multiple
methods of control are applied simultaneously.
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RATS
Description
The Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) is also known as the brown rat, house rat, barn rat,
sewer rat, gray rat, or wharf rat (Figure 12). Adult Norway rats weigh an average of 1 pound.
Their fur is coarse and usually brownish or reddish-gray above, and whitish-gray on the belly.

Figure 12. The Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus).

Norway rats live in close association with humans and hence are considered to be
commensal rodents. They burrow to make nests under buildings, beneath concrete slabs,
along stream banks, around ponds, in garbage dumps, and at other locations where suitable
food, water and shelter are present. On farms they may inhabit barns, granaries, livestock
buildings, silos, and kennels. In urban areas they live in and around homes, warehouses,
stores, slaughterhouses, docks and in sewers.
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Food Habits
Norway rats will eat nearly any type of food. When given a choice, they select fresh,
wholesome items over stale foods. They prefer cereal grains, meats and fish, nuts, and some
types of fruit. Rats require ½ to 1 ounce of water daily when feeding on dry foods, but need
less when moist foods are available.
General Biology
Norway rats are primarily active at night (nocturnal). When rat populations are high,
individuals may be active during daylight hours.
Rats have poor eyesight. They are also considered to be essentially colorblind.
Therefore, for safety reasons, baits can be dyed with distinctive colors without causing
avoidance by rats as long as the dyes used do not have an objectionable taste or odor. Rats
have excellent senses of smell, taste, hearing and touch that are used to locate food items and
to recognize other rats.
Norway rats usually construct nests in below-ground burrows. Nests may be lined with
shredded paper, cloth, or other fibrous materials. Litters of 6 to 12 young are born 21 to 23
days after conception. Newborn rats are naked and their eyes are closed. They can eat solid
food at 2 ½ to 3 weeks and become completely independent at about 3 to 4 weeks. Rats reach
reproductive maturity at 3 months of age. Females come into heat every 4 or 5 days, and they
may mate within a day or two after a litter is born. Breeding is often at a peak in spring and
fall, with reproductive activity slowing during the heat of the summer and often stopping
completely in winter, depending on habitat. The average female rat has 4 to 6 litters per year
and may successfully wean 20 or more offspring annually.
Studies indicate that during its daily activities, a rat normally travels an area averaging
100 to 150 feet in diameter. Rats seldom travel farther than 300 feet from their burrows.
Rats quickly detect and tend to avoid new objects placed into a familiar environment.
For this reason bait stations and traps are avoided for several days or more following their
initial placement.
Damage Identification
Rats will eat nearly every kind of grain, fish, fruit, meat, milk products, and
vegetables. These rodents can destroy hundreds of chicks in one night. They attack broilers
and even adult hens, ducks, geese, and wild birds. They have been known to seriously injure
newborn pigs, lambs, and calves. Health departments nationwide, annually report hundreds of
human babies being bitten by rats. Many viral and bacterial diseases are transmitted to man by
rodent feces and urine which contaminate food and water.
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Rat gnawing causes property damage. Fires are sometimes started by these rodents
when they damage the insulation of electrical wiring. They may also use flammable materials
like oily rags and matches for building nests, which may cause fires from spontaneous
combustion. Extensive damage can occur when Norway rats burrow under buildings. Foundations and lower floors of buildings have been weakened and some have collapsed as a result
of rat burrows. Rats burrow in dikes and outdoor embankments causing erosion and floods.
Norway rats are dependent upon man for food and shelter. No population reduction
techniques can be made more effective than when food and shelter are reduced by good
sanitation and rodent-proofing. The following is a list of signs that indicate rat presence.
Rats leave:
greasy smear marks along travel routes and the edges of holes through which
they enter structures,
oblong droppings 1/4 inch long or longer,
gnaw marks on surfaces,
spilled or partially eaten food, and
burrows about 2 inches in diameter or larger.
Young rats can be distinguished from mice by their blunt tail and smaller ears.
Legal Status
Norway rats are not protected by Utah state law. They may be controlled using any
pesticide registered by federal or state authorities for this purpose, or they may be controlled
by use of mechanical methods such as traps.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Rodent-proof construction of buildings can be easily accomplished by using
standard construction materials such as concrete, sheet metal or heavy
screening.
– All openings larger than 1/4 inch should be sealed. Edges of doors, window
sashes, etc., can be covered with sheet metal or hardware cloth to prevent
gnawing and subsequent entry. Rodent proofing should be extended to a height
of 36 inches above ground or 12 inches above piled materials.
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Where utility lines or pipes enter concrete, steel wool or hardware cloth can be
stuffed in holes or the holes filled with concrete. Where utility lines or pipes
enter wood structures, sheet metal can be used to seal the openings.
Feed storage sheds or corn cribs can be rodent-proofed by attaching a 3 foot
wide roll of ½ inch wire mesh skirting around the bottom edge. Twelve inches
of the skirting should be buried in the ground, while the top edge should be
covered with an 8 inch strip of sheet metal and fastened to the structure. All
doors and windows should be treated similarly.
Concrete foundations should extend at least 18 inches below ground to prevent
rodent burrowing. Foundations less than 18 inches deep will require an Lshaped curtain extending outward from the foundation to prevent burrowing
beneath the foundation (see Figure 11).
Floor drains should be tightly covered with metal grill work to stop entry from
sewers.
Cultural Methods:
– By removing trash and debris and cleaning up spilled food, potential rat
habitat can be greatly reduced. To hold garbage, metal or plastic cans with
tight-fitting lids should be used.
– Food items should be stored in metal containers.
– All nesting opportunities and materials should be removed and fireplaces
sealed when not in use. Lumber, boxes, pipe, etc., should be stored on stands at
least 18 inches above the floor. Where rats have no place to hide or nest, they
cannot thrive.
Frightening:
– No effective methods are known to frighten rats.
Repellents:
– Moth flakes or moth balls (naphthalene or paradichlorobenzene) may be
effective, but are not registered for repelling rats.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Single-dose poisons may be used where large numbers of mice occur, or
where food is abundant, such as feedlots. These poisons are designed to kill the
rodent after only one feeding.
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To be sure the rat will eat the bait, consider pre-baiting the area. If the rodents
are eating the grains, then ready-to-use commercial grain poison baits can be
used. If the rodents have a variety of foods available to them, you may need to
consider using concentrated forms of commercial poisons on fresh baits. Fresh
baits made of diced apples, sweet potatoes, ground meat, fish, or fish-flavored
canned pet food can be used for mixing poisons in concentrated form. Combine
toxicant directly with bait and stir until thoroughly mixed. Poison baits made
using fresh material must be used immediately.
Single-dose poison baits should be placed in accordance with label directions
wherever evidence of rodent activities are seen. Single dose baiting will be
more effective if pre-baiting with unpoisoned bait is done for 3 days prior to
poisoning. All dead rodents should be removed immediately and properly
disposed of. Most single-dose poisons should not be used again in the same
area for 6 months to one year.
Anticoagulant baits such as brodifacoum and bromadiolone may be effective in
a single-dose feeding.
Zinc phosphide is also a single-dose poison and is available in grain baits. This
is a Restricted Use Pesticide.
– Anticoagulants are designed to deliver a lethal dose after repeated feedings.
In general, rats must consume several doses over several days before dying.
Some commercial multi-dose anticoagulants can kill after a single feeding.
When using a commercial poison bait, be sure to choose good quality, fresh
products that will compete well with the rodents’ existing food sources.
Multiple-dose poison food baits should be placed in 4 to 16-ounce quantities
wherever evidence of rats are seen. Bait stations can be used to reduce the risk
to non-target animals, pets and children. A bait station is a box with entrance
holes large enough for rats, a tamper-proof lid secured by a latch and fastened
tightly to the site. Label the box “POISON.” Check all poisoned baits daily and
replenish or replace if moldy or rancid. Continue baiting for at least 10 days or
until bait consumption ceases. If no bait is consumed, try alternative locations.
Water containing a multiple-dose poison may be an effective rat poison bait
because rats have to drink water. All other water sources should be made
unavailable to rats. Commercial concentrates are available to mix with water.
Such baits must be exposed in non-metal containers or water fonts such as
those used for chicks. Replace water baits if cloudy.
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Fumigants:
– No fumigants are registered for rats.
Traps:
– Snap traps baited with peanut butter, sunflower seeds, or similar items work
well. Place traps where rats are seen, heard and most likely to run: along walls,
under appliances, and along rafters and pipes. Traps should be set
perpendicular to travel routes. If several traps are used at once, rats can usually
be eliminated before they become trap-shy.
Wooden base snap traps can be made more effective by enlarging the trigger or
pan with a square of thin, stiff cardboard cut slightly smaller than the snapwire. Smear the cardboard with peanut butter for bait. Obstacles can be used to
force rats over the enlarged triggers of the traps.
Shooting:
– Shooting is not practical.
As with mice, control of rats is most successful when multiple methods of control are
applied simultaneously.
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SECTION II

BIRDS
AMERICAN CROW
Description
The American Crow (Corvus brachyrhynchus) belongs to the same family that
includes the magpie. Crows are solid black with long wings, strong legs, and a thick, curved
bill (Figure 13). Crows fly with regular wing beats and can reach speeds up to 30 miles per
hour.

Figure 13. American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchus).

Food Habits
Crows eat many different types of food. They eat poultry, eggs, sick birds and animals,
insects, frogs, and carrion. When food is scarce, grasses and seeds are eaten.
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General Biology
The crow is monogamous and after mating, pairs will remain together for the season.
Courtship begins in April and May. The male brings nesting material to the nest site, but both
the male and female build it. Nests are made from odd materials like paper, bones, cloth and
nails, all molded together with mud or manure. The crow builds its nest high in the forks of
deciduous and coniferous trees, bushes or on cliffs. The female lays 4–5 bluish eggs and
incubates them for 17-20 days. Young are born and stay in the nest for 30–35 days. For the
first week only the female feeds them through regurgitated food. Later, the nestlings are fed
meat by both the male and female.
Damage Identification
Overall, the amount and degree of damage caused by crows is highly variable from
place to place and year to year. Season, local weather, time of harvest, amount of crop
production, availability and distribution of wild mast (the fruit of forest trees), insects and
other foods are variables that can influence crow damage.
Crows may damage seedling corn plants by pulling the sprouts and consuming the
kernels. Similar damage to seedling corn may be caused by other birds (pheasants, starlings,
blackbirds) and rodents (mice, ground squirrels). Crows may also damage ripening corn
during the milk and dough stages of development. However, such damage to ripening corn
can also be caused by blackbirds. Crows consume peanuts when they are windrowed in fields
to dry, but other birds, especially grackles, can also cause such damage. Crows may also
damage other crops including ripening grain sorghum, pecans, various fruits, and
watermelons.
Crows have been known to attack very young calves, pigs, or lambs, during or shortly
after birth. Attacks by magpie and ravens, however, are more common on young livestock
than with crows. If it is a crow attack, it is more likely to occur where livestock births are in
unprotected open fields near large concentrations of crows.
Crows may consume the eggs and sometimes the young of waterfowl, pheasants, and
other birds during the nesting season. Overall, such crow depredation probably has little effect
on the numbers of these birds. However, it can be a problem of local concern in some areas,
particularly where breeding waterfowl or other upland nesting birds are concentrated and
where there is too little habitat cover to conceal nests. For example, nests are more easily
found by crows, as well as by other predators, when located in a narrow fence row or at the
edge of wetlands that have little surrounding cover.
Large fall and winter crow roosts cause serious problems when located in towns or
other sites near people. Such roosts are objectionable because of the odor of the bird
droppings, health concerns, noise, and damage to trees in the roost. In addition, flocks have
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also been implicated in the spread of TGE (transmissible gastroenteritis, or baby pig disease)
between swine facilities.
A crow’s diet may also be beneficial to agriculture, because they eat harmful insects
and clean up carrion.
Legal Status
Federal regulations and Utah State laws classify crows as migratory nongame birds.
As such they are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, a formal treaty signed by the
United States, Canada, and Mexico. However, under this act, crows may be controlled
without a federal permit when found “committing or about to commit depredations upon
ornamental or shade trees, agriculture crops, livestock, or wildlife, or when concentrated in
such numbers and manner to constitute a health hazard or other nuisance.” Federal guidelines
permit states to establish hunting seasons for crows. During these seasons, crows may be
hunted according to the regulations established in each state.

Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Exclusion generally is not practical for most crow problems. Netting can be
used to exclude crows from high-value crops or small areas. Protection of
ripening corn in gardens can be accomplished by covering each ear with a
paper cup or sack after the silk has turned brown.
Cultural Methods:
– Alternative or decoy foods can be used to reduce crow damage. For example,
whole corn preferably softened by water and scattered through a field may
protect newly-planted corn seedlings.
Frightening:
– Frightening can be effective in dispersing crows from roosts and crops.
Frightening devices include recorded distress or alarm calls of crows, gasoperated exploders, battery-operated alarms, exploding shotgun shells (shell
crackers), chemical frightening agents (see below), lights, bright objects, and
noise makers. Varying the location, intensity and types of scare devices
improves their effectiveness. Shotguns, where permitted, may improve the
effectiveness of scare devices.
– Avitrol® (active ingredient: 4-aminopyridine) is registered as a lethal
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chemical frightening agent and is available in a whole-corn bait. Avitrol works
by poisoning one or several birds. The affected birds then send out distress
calls and behave erratically scaring away other birds. It is only sold to
government agencies, pest control operators, or persons under their
supervision. It is not for sale to the public.
– Another frightening technique for crows is stretching cord or fine wire at
intervals across the field at heights about 6 to 8 feet above the ground.
Repellents:
– No repellants are currently registered in Utah.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Starlicide® (DRC 1339) is registered in Utah but only for use by State and
Federal Animal Damage Control personnel.
Fumigants:
– No fumigants are registered in Utah for crows.
Trapping:
– Crows can be captured uninjured in size No. 0 or No. 1 steel traps that have
the jaws wrapped with cloth or rubber. These sets are most successful if placed
at vantage points in areas habitually used by crows or if baited with a dummy
nest containing a few eggs. Check local laws before trapping.
– A second and more common trap is the Australian Crow Trap (Figure 14), a
type of decoy trap, and is most successful in winter when natural foods are
scarce. These traps are usually 8 to 10 feet square and 5 to 6 feet high.
Shooting:
– Shooting can be helpful as a dispersal or frightening technique but is,
generally, not effective in reducing overall crow numbers. Crows can be shot
any time during the year if they are causing damage.
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Figure 14. Australian crow trap: (A) completed trap, (B) end view,
and (C) plan of ladder opening.
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BLACK-BILLED MAGPIE
Description
The magpie (Pica pica) is a large, vocal bird with short wings, a long wedge-shaped
tail, heavy bill, strong legs, large head and white wing patches on a colorful body (Figure 15).
It grows to a length of 18 inches, of which 10 inches are tail, and weighs about 9 ounces.

Figure 15. Black-billed magpie (Pica pica).

Food Habits
Magpies frequently take young birds and eggs from other bird nests as prey. They eat
small mammals and may attack livestock. They also eat fruits, nuts and carrion. Excess food
is often hidden away for later use. Magpies move around in the winter but do not migrate
south.
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General Biology
Magpies are monogamous and pair during the first 6 weeks of the year. They prefer to
nest on grasslands that contain thick brush, deciduous trees, thickets, or on the boundaries of
woodlands, although nests have been seen under eaves, on telephone poles and on dwellings.
The male and female help to build the nest with male the bringing material (hair, mud, roots
and grass) to the female who arranges it. When the nest is complete it looks like a dome with
a central cavity. Magpies rarely use the same nest for more than 1 year. In April or May, the
female lays a clutch of 5-7 greenish-blue eggs. Young are born after an incubation period of
17-18 days. The young remain in the nest for 22-27 days. Juveniles rely on the parents for
food for 6-8 weeks. The family remains together until autumn or early winter.
Legal Status
Federal regulations and Utah state laws classify magpies as migratory nongame birds
that are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, a formal treaty signed by the United
States, Canada, and Mexico. However, under this act, magpies may be controlled without a
federal permit when found “committing or about to commit” depredations upon ornamental or
shade trees, agriculture crops, livestock, or wildlife, or when concentrated in such numbers
and manner to constitute a “health hazard or other nuisance.” Federal guidelines permit states
to establish hunting seasons for magpies. During these seasons, magpies may be hunted
according to the regulations established in each state.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Exclusion generally is not practical for most magpie problems. Netting can be
used to exclude magpies from high-value crops or small areas. Protection of
ripening corn in gardens can be accomplished by covering each ear with a
paper cup or sack after the silk has turned brown.
Cultural Methods:
– Alternative or decoy foods can be used to reduce magpie damage to selected
crops. Whole corn, preferably softened by water and scattered through a field
to protect newly-planted corn seedlings.
Frightening:
– Frightening can be effective in dispersing magpies from roosts and crops.
Frightening devices include recorded distress or alarm calls, gas-operated
exploders, battery-operated alarms, exploding shotgun shells (shell crackers),
chemical frightening agents (see Avitrol® below), lights, bright objects, and
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noise makers. Varying the location, intensity and types of scare devices
improves their effectiveness. Shotguns, where permitted, may improve the
effectiveness of scare devices.
Avitrol® (active ingredient: 4-aminopyridine) is registered as a chemical
frightening agent and is available in a whole-corn bait. It is only sold to
government agencies, pest control operators, or persons under their
supervision. It is not for sale to the public. Avitrol works by poisoning one or
several birds. The affected birds then behave erratically, sending out distress
calls and scaring away other birds.
– Another frightening technique for magpies is stretching cord or fine wire at
intervals across the field at heights about 6 to 8 feet above the ground.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Starlicide (DRC 1339) is registered in Utah but only for use by State and
Federal Animal Damage personnel.
Fumigants:
– There are no registered fumigants in Utah for magpies.
Trapping:
– Magpies can be captured uninjured in size No. 0 or No. 1 steel traps that have
the jaws wrapped with cloth or rubber. These sets are most successful if placed
at vantage points in areas habitually used by crows or if baited with a dummy
nest containing a few eggs. Check local laws before trapping.
– A second and more common trap is the Australian Crow Trap, a type of
decoy trap that is most successful in winter when natural foods are scarce.
These traps are usually 8 to 10 feet square and 5 to 6 feet high.
Shooting:
– Shooting can be helpful as a dispersal or frightening technique but is,
generally, not effective in reducing overall magpie numbers.
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BLACKBIRDS
Description
The term “blackbird” loosely refers to a diverse family (Icteridae) containing at least
10 species of North American birds. Blackbirds are about the same size as a robin. Males are
predominantly black or iridescent in color (Figures 16 and 17). Females are duller than the
male and usually grey or brown.
Food Habits
Blackbirds are omnivorous. Their diet consists of grains, weed seeds, fruits and
insects. The relative proportions of these food groups vary considerably among species. These
birds feed in flocks and roost in congregations varying from a few birds to over 1 million
birds, although during the nesting season blackbirds are solitary.
General Biology
Flocks and roosting congregations are sometimes comprised of a single species, but
several species can mix together. Sometimes they are joined by non-blackbird species,
notably European starlings and robins.
Blackbirds have many important differences in their nesting biology, preferred foods
and feeding habitats, migration patterns and, most importantly, their damage and benefits to
agriculture.
Summarized below is information on identification, habitat, food habits, general
biology, and damage of blackbirds in Utah.

RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD (Agelaius phoenicieus )
Description
The male, a little smaller than the robin, is black with red and yellow shoulder patches.
The smaller female is brownish, resembling a large sparrow, but is longer-billed and more
heavily streaked.
The red-winged blackbird is abundant throughout North America. They will nest in
hayfields, marshes, and ditches. Large flocks can be seen feeding in fields and bottom lands.
These birds migrate to winter in the southern United States.
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Figures 16 & 17. (A) Red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoenicieus); (B) Common
Grackle (Quiscalus quiscula); and (C) Brown-headed Cowbird (Molothrus ater).
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Food Habits
Insects are the dominant food during the nesting season (May-July). In late summer
through winter, red-winged blackbirds eat grain and weed seeds. Males and females often
forage in separate flocks. With the exception of the nesting season, redwings congregate in
large nocturnal roosts containing thousands of birds.
General Biology
Females will lay two to four eggs per year. If the initial nest is destroyed the female
will often re-nest if it is not too late in the season. The annual survival rate of red-winged
blackbirds is only 50 to 60%.
Damage to Crops
The red-winged blackbird can cause considerable damage to maturing corn,
sunflowers, sorghum, oats, and to sprouting and maturing rice. They provide some benefits by
feeding on harmful insects such as rootworm beetles and corn earworms; and on weed seeds
such as Johnson grass.

COMMON GRACKLE (Quiscalus quiscula )
Description
The grackle is an iridescent blackbird larger than a robin with a long keel-shaped tail.
The male is slightly larger than the female, with more iridescence on the head and throat.
The grackle often nests in association with redwings, but prefers roosting sites in
upland deciduous or pine trees. It is more common in Southern Utah.
Food Habits
A grackle’s diet is somewhat similar to that of a redwing, but it is more predatory and
feeds occasionally on small fish, field mice, songbird nestlings, and eggs. It also feeds on
acorns and other tree fruits in winter.
General Biology
Its reproductive and survival rate is similar to redwings.
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Damage to Crops
Damage caused by grackles is similar to that caused by redwings. Grackles will also
pull up sprouting corn.

BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD (Molothrus ater )
Description
The brown-headed cowbird is the smallest of the blackbirds. The male is black with a
brown head and the female is gray. Both sexes have sparrow-like bills.
The cowbird is common in spring and summer throughout much of North America.
Flocks feed in pastures and feedlots, often associated with livestock. It winters in the central
and southern United States, often roosting with redwings and grackles.
Food Habits
The diet of the cowbird consists predominantly of weed seeds and grain, less than 25%
of its diet consists of insects.
General Biology
Cowbirds do not build nests or incubate eggs; rather the female lays her eggs in nests
of other songbirds. Brown headed cowbird young out compete the young of songbirds for
food in the nest. This has become a major threat to Black-capped Vireos in Texas.
Damage to Crops
This species causes damage to maturing sorghum and sunflowers. It consumes some
livestock feed, but often gleans waste grain and seed from dung. Overall damage is minor.

YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus )
Description
A robin-sized bird, the male has a black body with a conspicuous yellow head and
breast. The female is smaller and browner with a yellow throat and breast.
The yellow-headed blackbird is an abundant nester in the deep water marshes of Utah.
It feeds in agricultural fields, meadows and pastures during late fall and summer, sometimes
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in association with redwings or other blackbirds. Yellow-headed blackbirds winter farther
south than any other blackbird, primarily in Mexico.
Food Habits
The diet is similar to the redwings; they primarily feed on insects during nesting
season and grains and weed seeds at other times.
General Biology
The yellow-head leaves the northern plains area by September and roosts in marshes
further south by October. Its survival and reproductive rate is similar to the redwing.
Damage to Crops
The yellow-head causes localized but generally minor damage to maturing corn,
sunflowers, and oats and is also often in association with redwings. It often leaves the
northern prairie regions by the time the corn and sunflowers have matured in fall.

BREWER’S BLACKBIRD (Euphagus cyanocephalus )
Description
A robin-sized bird, the male is all black with whitish eyes. The female is brownishgray with dark eyes.
The Brewer’s blackbird is common in Utah. It nests in a diversity of habitats,
preferring pastures, lawns, and agricultural lands for feeding. It migrates in the winter to the
central and southern Plains states, sometimes roosting with other blackbird species.
Food Habits
Its diet is about 2/3 grain and weed seeds, 1/3 insects and other animal matter. It feeds
in flocks on waste grain and nests in colonies.
Damage to Crops
The Brewer’s blackbird causes generally minor damage to oats, livestock feed and
consumes large numbers of insects during the summer months.
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Damage Identification
Blackbird damage to agricultural crops is often readily discerned because of the
conspicuousness of the flocks of birds and the visible signs of damage.
It is important to correctly identify the species of birds in the agricultural field and to
document what they are actually feeding on. They may be feeding on concentrations of
insects such as armyworms and thus be doing little damage to corn. Also, red-winged
blackbirds may be attracted to agricultural fields, such as corn, to feed on insect pests such as
rootworm beetles. They do not damage the crop itself until the grain has reached the milk
stage. Blackbirds often forage in newly planted grain fields, feeding on previous crop residue,
weed seeds, and insects without damaging the sprouting grain.
Blackbird damage may be confused with other forms of loss. Raccoon and squirrel
damage to corn can sometimes be mistaken for blackbird damage (Figure 18). Seed shatter
caused by wind in sunflowers may also resemble bird damage. Examining heads for the
presence

A

B

Figure 18. Damage to corn by blackbird (A) and raccoons (B) can sometimes be
confused. Blackbirds usually slit or shred the husk and peck out the soft
contents of kernels, leaving the kernel coat. Raccoons will shed the husk eating
the entire cob. In addition they will trample adjacent stalks.
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or absence of bird droppings and the ground for hulls or whole seeds, will provide further
evidence.
Legal Status
Blackbirds are migratory birds, and thus come under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Blackbirds are given federal protection in the United States except
that they may be destroyed when found “committing or about to commit depredations upon
ornamental or shade trees, agricultural crops, livestock, or wildlife, or when concentrated in
such numbers and manner as to constitute a health hazard or other nuisance,” as stated in
federal laws regarding migratory birds. In Utah, they are a protected species and a permit is
required to control them.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Exclusion is generally not practical; however, netting can be used on small
plots.
Cultural Methods:
– Deep planting and avoiding early planting may reduce damage to newly
seeded crops. Preferred crops can be planted near roosts and/or provide
alternative feeding sites. Harvest as early as possible to minimize crop loss to
blackbirds.
Frightening:
– Several devices are available including, propane cannons, cracker shells,
electronic noise systems, helium-filled balloons tethered in fields, radiocontrolled model planes, tape recorded distress calls for birds, and scarecrows.
The most popular of these is the propane exploder. One exploder should be
used for every 10 acres of crop. Exploders should be elevated on a barrel,
stand, or truck bed to “shoot” over the crop, and should be moved around the
field every few days.
-Avitrol® is a registered “chemical frightening agent” for blackbirds in corn and
sunflower fields.
Repellents:
-Mesurol® 50% Hopper Box Treatment is a registered seed-treatment repellent
to reduce blackbird damage to seed and sprouting corn and certain fruit crops
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in various states. There are no registered bird repellents for maturing grain or
sunflower crops.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Starlicide (DRC-1339) is a registered Restricted Use toxicant for blackbirds,
for use in feedlot situations. It can only be administered under supervision of
federal Animal Damage Control personnel.
– One other “toxicant” is PA-14 (Tergitol). Tergitol is a detergent solution that
is sprayed on blackbirds at night while they roost. The detergent removes the
protective oils from feathers, causing the birds, during wet, cold weather, to die
of exposure. Tergitol should only be used under the supervision of State and
Federal Animal Damage Control personnel.
Fumigants:
– There are no fumigants registered in Utah for use in controlling blackbird
damage.
Trapping:
– Trapping blackbirds is generally not practical. However, many species of
blackbirds can be readily trapped in decoy traps. A state wildlife official should
be consulted before putting a decoy trap into operation.
Shooting:
– Shooting is helpful to reinforce frightening devices but by itself, shooting
with a shotgun is not very cost-effective and is ineffective as a means of
reducing populations.
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EUROPEAN STARLINGS
Description
Starlings are robin-sized birds weighing about 3 1/4 ounces. Starlings are dark and can
have speckles on the feathers (Figure 19). The speckle may not show at a distance or there
may be no speckles in adults. The bill of both sexes is yellow during the reproductive cycle
(January to June) and dark at other times. Juveniles are grayish. Starlings are generally
chunky and hump-backed in appearance, with a shape similar to that of a meadowlark. Their
tails are short, and the wings have a triangular shape when outstretched in flight. Starling
flight is direct and swift, not rising and falling like many blackbirds.

Figure 19. European starling (Sturnus vulgaris).

Starlings nest almost anywhere there is a hole or cavity, including tree cavities,
birdhouses, and holes in buildings or among rocks. All starlings do not migrate. Some will
migrate up to several hundred miles, while others may remain in the same general area
throughout the year. Juvenile starlings are more likely to migrate than adults, and tend to
migrate farther. When not nesting, starlings feed and roost together in flocks.
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During winter, they prefer to roost in dense vegetation such as coniferous trees, or in
towns or other areas protected from the wind and adverse weather. Each day they may fly 15
to 30 miles or more from roosting to feeding sites.
Food Habits
Starlings consume a variety of foods, including fruits and seeds. Insects and other
invertebrates total about half the overall diet, and are especially important during the spring
breeding season. Other diet items include livestock feeds and food in garbage.
General Biology
Females lay 4 to 7 eggs which hatch after 11 to 13 days of incubation. Young leave
the nest when they are about 21 days old. Both parents help build the nest, incubate the eggs
and feed the young. Usually two clutches of eggs are laid per season, but most of the
production is from the first brood fledged.
Damage Identification
Starlings cause agricultural damage by consuming cultivated fruits such as grapes,
peaches, blueberries, strawberries, figs, apples, and cherries. In some areas they pull out
sprouting grains, particularly winter wheat, and eat the planted seed. At livestock facilities,
they consume livestock feed and contaminate the feed and water with their droppings. Where
high-protein supplements are added to feeds such as cattle rations, starlings may selectively
eat the high-protein portion.
Starlings may also be responsible for transferring disease from one livestock facility to
another. This is of particular concern to swine producers. Recent tests show that the TGE
(transmissible gastroenteritis, or baby pig disease) virus can pass through the digestive tract of
starlings and be infectious through the starling feces. However, researchers also found healthy
swine in lots with infected starlings. This indicates that even infected starlings may not always
transmit the disease, especially if starling interaction with pigs is minimized. Other ways that
TGE may be transmitted include, on boots or vehicles, by stray animals, or by infected swine
added to the herd. Starlings have been implicated in the spread of other diseases; however, the
role of starlings in these diseases is not yet clear and further research is needed.
Starling roosts are also a frequent problem in rural and urban sites. In addition,
starlings compete with native birds such as bluebirds, flickers, other woodpeckers, and purple
martins for nest sites.
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Legal Status
European starlings are not protected by federal law or state law because they are an
introduced species.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Starlings can be excluded from most buildings by closing all openings larger
than one inch. This is a permanent solution to problems inside structures.
– Where starlings are roosting on the ledge of a building, a board or metal
covering placed over the ledge at a 45 degree angle will prevent this. Metal
protectors or wire prongs (Nixalite® and Cat Claw®) and sticky repellents are
available for preventing roosting on ledges.
– Nylon or plastic netting can be hung or stretched on building rafters to protect
fruit crops and prevent roosting. In the case of rafters, roosting can be
eliminated by covering the underside of the rafters.
– Heavy plastic (PVC, polyvinyl chloride) strips in doorways can exclude birds
but allows people, livestock, etc., to come and go freely.
Cultural Methods:
– Reduce availability of food and water at livestock facilities as follows:
1. Clean up spilled grain.
2. Store grain in bird-proof facilities.
3. Use bird-proof feeders. These include flip-top pig feeders, lick wheels for
liquid cattle supplement, and automatic release feeders.
4. Feed livestock in covered areas such as open sheds because these areas are
less attractive to starlings.
5. Use feed forms that starlings cannot swallow such as cubes or blocks greater
than ½ inch in diameter.
6. Where appropriate, feed in late afternoon. Starlings prefer to feed early to
mid- day.
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7. Starlings are especially attracted to water. Drain or fill in unnecessary water
pools around livestock operations.
– Modify roost sites by closing building roosts or frightening.
Frightening
– Frightening devices include recorded distress or alarm call, gas-operated
exploders, battery-operated alarms, exploding shotgun shells (shell-crackers),
lights, bright objects, and other noise makers. A combination of various scare
techniques works best. Be sure to vary the intensity, location and type of scare
technique to improve effectiveness.
Repellents:
– Two types of repellents are useful in controlling starlings; Mesurol® and stick
repellents.
– Mesurol® 75% wettable powder is federally registered to protect ripening
cherries or blueberries.
– Soft, sticky repellents like Roost-No-More and Bird Tanglefoot® are nontoxic materials that can be used to discourage starlings from roosting on ledges
and rafters. First, put masking tape on the surface that needs protection. Then
apply the repellent on to the tape. This makes removal of the repellent much
cleaner and easier.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Avitrol® can also be used. Avitrol® baits contain a small number of treated
grains mixed with untreated grains. Birds that eat the treated grains behave
erratically and frighten other birds from the area.
– Starlicide (DRC-1339) is a poison bait that can be used around livestock
facilities. This is a “Restricted Use” bait that can only be administered under
supervision of federal Animal Damage Control personnel.
Fumigants:
– There are no fumigants registered in Utah for blackbirds.
Trapping:
-Two types of traps are commonly used, nest-box and decoy traps.
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– Nest-box traps (Figure 20) are successful only during the nesting season.
Non-target birds captured should be immediately released unharmed.
– Decoy traps (Figure 21) are most effective during times when the birds are
flocking and can be used around orchards or livestock facilities. The traps
should be placed where starlings are likely to congregate. The decoy trap can
be placed on a farm wagon and moved to the best places to catch starlings.
Always leave 10 to 20 starlings in the trap as decoys; their feeding behavior
and calls attract other starlings that are nearby. The decoy birds must be well
watered and fed. A well maintained decoy trap can capture 10 to 100 or more
starlings per day depending on its size and location, the time of year, and how
well the trap is maintained.

Figure 20. Nest-box trap for starlings.
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Figure 21. Starling decoy trap.

Shooting:
-Shooting is more useful as a dispersal or frightening technique than as a way
of reducing starling numbers. Shooting can be a helpful technique to
supplement and reinforce others.
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PIGEONS OR ROCK DOVES
Description
Common pigeons (Columba livia) are gray with a whitish rump, have two black bars
on secondary wing feathers, and a broad black band on the tail (Figure 22). Domestic and
feral birds exhibit gray, white, tan, and blackish varieties. Pigeons glide with wings raised at
an angle. They average 13 oz. in weight and 11 inches in length.

Figure 22. Common pigeons (Columba livia).

Pigeons are commonly found around farm yards, parks, on city buildings. They nest
and roost on building ledges, eaves, steeples, and vents, etc.
Food Habits
Pigeons are primarily grain and seed eaters, but they will feed on garbage, livestock
manure, insects and other foods when their preferred foods become scarce.
General Biology
The common pigeon was developed from the European rock dove and introduced to
this country as a domesticated bird. Many escaped to the wild and formed feral populations.
Nests typically consist of sticks, twigs and grasses clumped together to form a crude
platform. Pigeons are monogamous. Eight to 12 days after mating, the females lay 1 or 2
white eggs which hatch after 18 days. The male cares for and guards the female and nest. The
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squabs (young) are fed a secreted substance called pigeon milk. When mature, at 4 to 6
weeks, the young leave the nest. Breeding may occur in all seasons, but peak reproduction
occurs in the spring and fall.
Pigeons commonly live for 15 years, however, in urban populations, it is estimated
that few pigeons live for more than 3 or 4 years.
Damage Identification
Pigeon droppings deface and accelerate deterioration of buildings, thus increasing the
cost of maintenance. Large amounts of droppings can kill vegetation and produce an
objectionable odor. Pigeon manure deposited on park benches, statues, cars, and unwary
pedestrians is aesthetically displeasing. Around grain handling facilities, pigeons consume
and contaminate large quantities of food destined for human or livestock consumption.
Pigeons also carry and spread diseases to people through their droppings. They are
known to carry or transmit pigeon ornithosis, encephalitis, salmonella food poisoning, and
several other diseases. Dusty pigeon manure may also harbor airborne spores of the causal
agent of histoplasmosis, a systemic fungus disease that infects people. Common ectoparasites
of pigeons include various species of mites, fleas, ticks, and bugs, many of which will readily
bite people. Finally, insects which commonly inhabit the nests of pigeons in buildings are not
only ectoparasites of people, but are also fabric and pantry pests.
Pigeons can be a threat to human safety around airports. Pigeons are considered a
“medium priority hazard” to jet aircraft by the U.S. Air Force.
Legal Status
Feral pigeons are not protected by federal law or state law.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Eaves, vents, windows, doors, and other openings can be screened with ½- or
3/4-inch mesh hardware cloth. Plastic or nylon netting may be substituted.
– The angle of roosting ledge can be changed to 45 degrees or more using
metal or wood.
– Porcupine wires can be attached to potential roosts to prevent roosting.
(Nixalite® Cat Claw®)
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Cultural Methods:
– Any spilled grain should be cleaned up promptly around elevators, feed mills,
and rail car clean-out areas will eliminate existing and potential food supplies.
– Destroying nests and eggs at 2 week intervals can be helpful in reducing
pigeon numbers. This technique should be used in conjunction with other
methods.
Frightening:
– Avitrol® is classified as a chemical frightening agent. It is available for
pigeon control as a whole corn bait which is impregnated with the chemical 4aminopyridine. This chemical can be toxic to pigeons. Birds that consume the
treated bait die after emitting distress signals which frighten members of the
flock away. In order to minimize the mortality and maximize the flockalarming reactions, the treated bait must be diluted with clean, untreated whole
corn. In urban areas where high mortality may cause adverse public reaction a
blend ratio of 1:19 or 1:29 will help to ensure little or low mortality, but will
require a longer time period to achieve control. Where high mortality is not a
concern, a blend ratio of 1:9 may be used and control gained in a shorter time
period. As with other baiting programs for pigeons, pre-baiting for at least 10 to
14 days is critical for a successful program. At the conclusion of an Avitrol®
program, every effort should be made to recover any unconsumed bait to
prevent non-target birds from ingesting the bait. Avitrol® is a Restricted Use
Pesticide and may be used only by a certified applicator or persons under the
direct supervision of an applicator.
“Avitrol® toss packs” have been used in some pigeon control programs. They
are made from plastic sandwich bags containing 1/4 pound of Avitrol®. These
toss bags can be used to treat hard-to-reach areas, ledges overhead warehouse
beams and general roost areas. A two-story, 80-unit condominium can be
treated with toss packs in less than 1 hour. Pre-baiting with untreated toss packs
prior to the Avitrol® placement is recommended for maximum efficiency.
Repellents:
– Various non-toxic sticky substances are available in the form of liquids,
aerosols, non-drying films and pastes. These materials make pigeons
uncomfortable when they alight in them and force the birds to roost elsewhere.
To be effective, all roosting and/or loafing surfaces in problem areas must be
treated, or the pigeons will just move a short distance to an untreated surface.
Applications should be made about ½ inch thick in rows spaced no further
apart than 3 to 4 inches. Pigeons should not be able to land between the rows
without contacting the repellent.
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Prior to application of repellents, the surface should first be cleaned and tape
applied. Otherwise, some materials may be difficult to remove, or may stain the
building. The effectiveness of these repellents is usually reduced over time,
especially in dusty areas. In most cases these materials may repel pigeons for
about 1 year before another application is necessary.
– Naphthalene flakes produce a strong odor which will repel pigeons from enclosed areas such as attics and wall voids. The flakes can be spread on the attic
floor or between walls, using about 5 lbs. for every 2,000 cubic feet of space.
After the birds have departed, all openings must be closed to prevent re-entry.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Contact Poisons (Rid-A-Bird®). These perches contain 11% fenthion solution
registered for pigeon control. These perches are hollow tubes containing an
absorbent material which holds about 1 ounce of the toxicant and a wick to
apply the toxicant to the pigeons feet.
When the bird lands on the perch, the toxicant is absorbed through the bird’s
feet. Death usually takes places within 24 to 72 hours.
Perches are available in a number of configurations for both indoor and
outdoor application. The wide wick perch is used to accommodate the sitting
habit of pigeons. Ten to twelve perches will solve most problems.
Fumigants:
– Fumigants are not registered in Utah for controlling pigeon damage.
Trapping:
– Pigeons may be taken in traps placed on buildings and other likely locations.
Four or five birds left in the trap will serve as decoys to lure more pigeons into
the trap (Figure 23).
– Glues developed to trap rats and mice can work to capture pigeons if the
birds are pre-baited to an area before application of the glue.
Shooting:
– Where permitted, persistent shooting using .22 caliber rifles, .410 gauge
shotguns, or high powered air rifles can eliminate a small flock of pigeons from
an area. Since many towns and cities have ordinances prohibiting the discharge
of firearms within corporate limits, local laws must be checked before using
this control method.
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Figure 23. A bob-type live trap for pigeons.
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HOUSE OR ENGLISH SPARROW
Description
The house or English sparrow (Passer domesticus) is a brown, chunky bird about 5 3/4
inches long, and very common in man-made habitats (Figure 24). The male has a distinctive
black bib, white cheeks, a chestnut mantel around a gray crown, and chestnut-upper wing
coverts. The female and young are difficult to distinguish from some native sparrows. They
have a plain, dingy-gray breast, distinct buffy eye stripe, and streaked back. The black bib and
chestnut wing coverts are the first signs of male plumage to appear on the young birds
occurring within weeks after they leave the nest.

Figure 24. House or English sparrow (Passer domesticus).

The house sparrow is found in nearly every habitat except heavy forest, alpine, and
desert environments. It prefers man-altered habitats, particularly farm areas, and commonly
mingles with chickens and horses. While still the most common bird in urban centers,
numbers have fallen drastically since a peak in the 1920's when food and wastes from horses
furnished unlimited food supplies.
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Food Habits
These birds are primarily grain eaters. Plant materials (grain, fruit, seeds, and garden
plants) make up 96% of the adult diet. The remainder is animal food. Feeding habits of
nestlings are almost reversed in that they eat 68% animal matter and only 32% plant
materials. In urban habitats, garbage, bread crumbs, and refuse from fast-food restaurants can
support stable sparrow populations.
General Biology
Breeding can occur in any month, but is most common March through August. The
male usually selects a nest site and controls a territory. The nests are bulky, roofed affairs,
haphazardly built. Sparrow pairs are loosely monogamous. Both sexes feed and take care of
the young, though the female does most of the brooding.
Three to seven eggs are laid and incubated for 10 to 14 days. The young stay in the
nest for about 15 days. They may still be fed by the adult for another 2 weeks after leaving the
nest. Sparrows are a very aggressive and social bird, successfully competing with most native
birds. Sparrows have no migratory patterns. Their home range is usually a 1 1/4 mile radius
from their nests during nesting periods. Greatest mortality occurs during the first year of life.
In the wild, their life span rarely goes beyond their fifth year. Its success lies in its great
ability to exploit new habitats, particularly those influenced by humans.
Damage Identification
The economic loss caused by sparrows to grains in fields and in storage can be great.
They do not move great distances into grain fields, preferring to stay close to the shelter of
hedge rows. As such they may feed in large numbers over a small area, causing considerable
damage. They damage crops by pecking seeds, seedlings, buds flowers, and maturing fruits
and vegetables. They interfere with the production of livestock, particularly poultry, by
consuming and polluting their feed. Because they live in such close association with man,
they are a vector in the dissemination of diseases, parasites, and insect pests.
Fecal contamination in stored grain probably results in as much monetary loss as does
the actual consumption. Their droppings and feathers create a sanitation problem as well as
hazardous, and odoriferous situations on the inside and outside of buildings and sidewalks
under roosting areas.
Damage can also be caused by the pecking of rigid foam insulation inside buildings.
The bulky, flammable nests of sparrows are potential fire hazards.
Nestlings are fed largely on insects, some of them beneficial to man. Some are insects
which prey on other insects, economically harmful to man. This negative quality of the house
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sparrow’s diet is worsened because this bird competes with native, and generally more
insectivorous, birds. Martins and bluebirds, in particular, have been crowded out as sparrows
gang up on solitary native species, driving them away and destroying their eggs and young. In
competition for favored nest sites, the sparrows generally have been more successful.
Legal Status
The house sparrow is not protected by federal law. Utah law protects them but they
can be controlled throughout the year without a permit.
Alternatives for Control
NON-LETHAL
Exclusion:
– Covering or screening all entrances larger than 3/4 inch will exclude house
sparrows. Broken windows in upper stories should have the glass replaced or
be covered with plywood or wire mesh. Larger openings should be blocked off
with poultry mesh no bigger than 3/4 inch. Large doorways, that have to be
used by humans, can be blocked to sparrows by hanging plastic strips to the
ground in front of the opening. Poultry houses and feeders should be screened
to exclude sparrows.
– Signs should be attached flat against buildings so as not to provide roosting
space. Spaces between signs and buildings should be screened or blocked off.
Ledges, like those found on old buildings, should be fitted with slanted metal or
wooden boards (45 degrees or greater angle) thus impeding nesting and
roosting. Eaves should be screened if the bird can squeeze into them. Spaces
between window air conditioners and the building should be blocked off.
– Sparrows can be kept from roosting on ivy-covered walls by placing plastic
bird netting over the vines. The mesh generally blends in with the plants and
still prevents the birds from roosting. Mesh behind ventilators will keep
sparrows out of buildings but does not deter the sparrows from crowding their
nests into the ventilator slits. Netting should be placed in front of ventilator
openings.
– Netting entire crop areas with plastic bird netting is practical in situations
involving high value crops such as grapes. Leave no openings at the bottom
because sparrows that get in through these openings, and cannot get out, could
cause considerable damage to the enclosed crop.
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Cultural Methods:
– Destruction of roosting sites is another approach to reduce sparrow damage.
– Nest destruction by pulling down nests and destroying the eggs and/or young
in them will discourage sparrows from using an area. This destruction must be
repeated at 2 week intervals throughout the breeding season.
The nesting materials should be collected and removed to make it harder for the
birds to find material for new nests.
– Removal of hedge rows in rural areas adjacent to crop fields will limit the
attraction of the area for sparrows.
Frightening:
– Avitrol® is registered as an area repellent because it causes the affected birds
to react so violently that the remainder of the flock is frightened out of the
treated area.
– Acoustically disturbing noises like fireworks, exploding shotgun shells,
automatic acetylene exploders, and cymbals will move sparrows away from an
area for a short time but these birds habituate quickly to sounds and will return
unless the noise devices are constantly shifted to new locations.
– Visual scarecrows can be effective especially those that move about or
simulate birds of prey. Birds can also be frightened by shimmering foil strips.
– The most effective approach is intermingling and alternating the use of
several control measures towards birds, both acoustically and visually.
Repellents:
– Gustatory or taste aversion agents such as Mesurol® has been federally
registered for use against various birds, including sparrows, by application to
cherries. State registrations may permit use of this material on other crops such
as grapes. This repellent is sprayed on crops prior to harvest, when they are
vulnerable to damage.
– Olfactory agents such as Naphthalene are registered for use in driving
sparrows, other birds and some mammals out of places, like attics. The
drawbacks are that the chemical must be applied at high rates and must be
renewed frequently. The unpleasant odors can drift down to cause discomfort
to humans living below.
– Tactile control measures that include sticky bird glues spread on ledges to
prevent roosting. These glues (polyethylenes and polybutylenes) are effective
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for about a year. They can be messy and should be placed on taped or sealed
masonry surfaces so they can be removed.
– More expensive repellents and one that lasts longer than chemicals are
“porcupine wires,” such as Nixalite®. These stick up at an angle so that birds
cannot roost comfortably on an area. Ledges and other possible roosting sites
must be entirely covered for this method to be successful. Stringing wires that
give off intermittent electrostatic charges among the roosting sites is very
effective, but expensive.
LETHAL
Toxicants:
– Fenthion can be used in toxic commercial perches (Rid-A-Bird®). These
metal, artificial roosts have a wick in the middle that delivers the liquid toxicant
to the bird’s feet while it roosts. The habits of the birds in individual situations
must be studied to determine the most effective places for the perches.
– Detergents like PA-14, has been used on sparrows but requires specific
weather conditions (temperatures below 40 degrees F) and a 90% probability of
at least 3/8 inch of precipitation within 24 hours of the spray application. PA14 is a detergent that, when sprayed on birds, destroys insulation of the
feathers, causing the birds to die of exposure.
Fumigants:
– There are no fumigants registered in Utah for controlling sparrows.
Traps:
– The most widely used method to reduce sparrow populations is trapping. In
live traps, non-target species can be released unharmed. This method rarely
violates regulations and there are more types of traps available for sparrows
than for any other bird.
Trap types:
– Funnel Traps are the most commonly used types available. They are the most
easily entered of any trap but sparrows can escape from them with ease (Figure
25).
– Automatic Traps are counterbalanced multi-catch traps. The birds enter a
compartment and then are dropped into a lower compartment from which there
is no escape. The decoy compartment then moves back into place ready for
another victim (Figure 26).
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– Triggered Traps are limited by the number they can catch at one time.
Sometimes they are not automatic and require a watcher to tend the traps and
spring them at the proper moment.
Shooting:
– Where legal, shooting with air guns or low power firearms can be somewhat
successful. Sparrows quickly become wary of humans holding anything that
resembles a firearm, thus shooting from a blind is recommended whenever
possible. One method is to place grain in a windrow and blast with a open
choke shotgun into the flock baited into the line of fire. Special ammunition in
the form of “dust shot” (No. 10 shot crammed into a .22 long rifle shell) or “BB
cap” (lead slug in a short .22 shell) is available.
Other Methods:
– Catwalks are a device used around the inside of a barn at rafter level that
allows cats to patrol sparrows. Sparrows quickly vacate the building.
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Figure 25. Funnel traps.
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Figure 26. Automatic traps.
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Chapter 3
NON-LETHAL MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

Non-lethal management techniques can be used to help control the damage caused by
predators and other potential vertebrate pests. These are classified as non-lethal methods,
because they do not harm the animal.

GENERAL TECHNIQUES
Habitat Manipulation
Habitat alteration will deter the target animal from breeding or frequenting an area. In
the case of canids and other fur-bearing predators, den sites can be destroyed. This can be
accomplished by filling dens with dirt or rocks. If avian predators are to be deterred, perch
sites can be removed. Escape vegetation can be manipulated in a few ways. Thick grass and
brush can be planted in the area. This would produce more and safer nesting sites. Increased
vegetation would also provide habitat for other wildlife, help soil conservation and provide
some degree of weed control. Escape vegetation, like thickets and tall grass, can also be
reduced. This results in the predator having no place to hide while in an area. Tall grass can
be kept down by mowing and bushy areas can be thinned out.
Trapping/Transplanting
Vertebrate pests may be live-trapped and transported to other areas for release.
Various methods can be used. One is that the animal is coaxed into a live trap with bait. Once
inside, the door is closed and the animal is relocated to another area. The new location must
be far enough away so the animal will not be likely to return. Another method uses
tranquilizing darts which are shot at the animal. Once hit, the tranquilizing drug renders the
animal helpless and it then can be prepared for relocation to another area.
Fencing
Fences can be constructed to keep vertebrate pests out of critical areas. This is
expensive and can be time-consuming. Fences can be constructed from chicken wire and
wooden or steel fence posts. The fence has to be designed so that the target animal can’t cross
it, jump it, or burrow under it. An electric fence can be used as a barrier to keep predators out.
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Behavior Alteration
Recently, non-lethal techniques have deviated from traditional methods like trapping
and fence building, to include biochemical agents that alter the behavior of predators. Oral
reproductive inhibitors can be given to predators. The inhibitor diethylstilbestrol has been
tested to prevent the birth of litters in coyotes. If no young are produced, population size will
decrease, plus no young to feed means less prey will have to be killed. Another chemical
which has been tested is lithium chloride. This is an aversive agent that can be placed on eggs
or prey-animals and tends to deter the predator from striking.
Scare Devices
Several scare devices are on the market that can be used to frighten potential pests
from an area. There are electric lights that come on at random, radios and propane exploders.
One particular device that has had some success is a siren connected to a timer. The timer
causes the siren to go off at random intervals. This does not lead to habituation of the stimuli
by the predator as was the case with the older propane exploders.
Guard Animals
Due to the fact that poisons and fumigants are dangerous, lethal, and must be
administered by a licensed applicator, the use of guard animals, to frighten predators away,
may be a more humane, alternative management technique. Guard dogs and guard donkeys
(Equus assinus) are the most common animals of choice. Both animal types are used to deter
foxes and coyotes away from livestock.
Guard dogs can be purchased and, if trained properly, can protect livestock from
predators. Pure bred and mixed breed dogs have been used and both have proven effective in
minimizing a livestock owner’s loss to predators.
Donkeys have been used as guard animals, although they are less common than dogs.
Donkeys can be purchased at livestock auctions and cost from $100-200 each. Feral donkeys
can be adopted for 75 dollars each through federal adoption programs. Since the program was
initiated in 1972, almost 14,000 donkeys have been adopted in 48 states. A female or gelded
male seem to be the most used as their temperament is less aggressive that an intact male.
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APPENDIX

SUGGESTED FIELD GUIDES / MANUALS
Burt, W. H., and R. P. Grossenheider. 1976. A Field Guide to the Mammals. 3rd ed.
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston. 289 p.
Ehrlich, Paul R., David S. Dobkin, and Darryl Wheye. 1988.The Birder’s Handbook: A
Field Guide to the Natural History of North American Birds. New York: Simon and
Schuster Inc.
Prevention and Control of Wildlife Damage. Cooperative Extension Service, University of
Nebraska, 202 Natural Resources Hall, Lincoln, NE 68584-0819.
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SUPPLIES/SUPPLIERS DIRECTORY
Steve Regan Company
4215 South 500 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
1-800-888-4545
or
701 South Main
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
(801) 798-6474
or
69 North 300 West
Delta, UT 84624
(801) 864-3011
or
Tremonton, UT 84337
(801) 720-0277

Electric Fence Materials
Advanced Farm Materials
RD 1, Box 364
Bradford, ME 04410
(207) 327-1237
Gallager Power Fence
18940 Redland Road
San Antonio, TX 78259
(512) 494-521 (800) 531-5908
Grassland Supply
RR 3 Box 6
Council Grove, KS 66846
(316) 767-5487
Intermountain Farmers Association (IFA)
1147 West 21100 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
(801) 972-3009

Electronic Alarms
Margo Horticultural Supplies Ltd.
RR 6 Site 20, Box 11
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
T2M 4L5
(403) 285-9731

Multi-Tech Industries
64 South Main
Malboro, NJ 07746
(908) 462-6101

Frightening Devices
Shock Tactics Electric Fence Systems
Waterford Corp.
216 Commerce Drive
P.O. Box 1513
Fort Collins, CO 80524
(303) 482-0911

Tomko Enterprises Inc.
180 Merrits Pond Rd.
Riverhead, NY 11901
(516) 727-3932
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Propane Equipment
575 West 3900 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
(801) 261-4157

Fumigants
Degesch America Inc.
275 Triangle Drive
P.O. Box 116
Weyers Cave, VA 24486
(703) 234-9281

Reed-Joseph International Company
P.O. Box 894
Greensville, MS 38702-0894
(601) 335-5822
(800) 647-5554

Division of McShares Inc.
Box 1460
Salina, KS 67402
(913) 825-2181

TRAPS
Fumigation Service and Supply
10540 Jessup Blvd.
Indianapolis, IN 46280
1-800-992-1991
(317) 846-5444

Traps, Body-gripping (conibear)
Stan Krofick Outdoor Supplies
30 Lightcap Road
Latrove, PA 15650
(412) 537-7923

Pocatello Supply Depot
USDA/APHIS-ADC
238 E. Dillon Street
Pocatello, ID 83201
(208) 236-6920

Woodstream Corp.
Lititz, PA 17543
(717) 626-2125

Gas Exploders

Traps, Leghold

C. French Ltd.
168 Main Street E.,
Box 67
Grimsby, Ontario, Canada
LAM. 4G1
(416) 945-3817

Woodstream Corp.
Lititz, PA 17543
(717) 626-2125
Traps, Live
Ketch-All Company
4149 Sante Fe Road #2
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 543-7223

Margo Horticultural Supplies Ltd.
RR 6, Site 20, Box 11
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
T2M 4L5
(403) 285-9731

Mustang Live Catch Traps
P.O. Box 890627
Houston, TX 77289-0621
(713) 480-3203
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Tomahawk Live Trap Company
P.O. Box 323
Tomahawk WI 54487
(715) 453-3550

Intermountain Farmers Association (IFA)
1147 West 2100 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
(801) 972-3009
or
1071 East Pioneer Avenue
Draper, UT 84020
(801) 571-0125
or
1860 West 12600 South
Riverton, UT 84065
(801) 254-3501

Woodstream Corp.
Lititz, PA 17543
(717) 626-2125
Margo Horticultural Supplies Ltd.
RR 6 Site 20 Box 11
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
T2M 4L5
(403) 285-9731

Montgomery Fur Company
1678 South 1900 West
Ogden, UT 84401
(801) 731-7259

Utah Suppliers of Traps
Allied
6400 South State
Murray, UT 84107
(801) 242-6411
or
148 North Main
Tooele, UT 84074
(801) 882-7191
or
9425 South 700 East
Sandy, UT 84094
(801) 571-8841

Smith and Edwards
3936 North Hwy 126
Farr West, UT
(801) 731-1120
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Animal damage control: The management methods used to reduce or eliminate damage
caused by wildlife. Methods such as trapping and transplanting offensive animals
causing crop damage are one of many.
Anticoagulant: A multiple-dose rodenticide that requires several feedings to result in a lethal
dose.
Biological diversity: The range or number of species or subspecies found in a particular area.
Biomass: The weight of total living organisms or of a species population per unit area.
Buffer Strips: Strips of land that serve as a secondary food preference that gain importance
under adverse conditions.
Cache: A hiding place for concealing and preserving provisions.
Carnivore: one of the flesh eating mammals of the order Carnivora. Also any animal that eats
animals. Adj., carnivorous.
Carriers: A bearer and transmitter of an infectious disease to which it is immune.
Carrion: Dead and putrefying flesh.
Carrying capacity: The maximum number of a species that an area is able to provide for.
Conception: The act of becoming pregnant; the state of being conceived.
Conifer trees: Needle leaf trees that bear their seeds in cones and retain leaves year-round.
Conservation: The wise use or careful management of resources to attain the maximum
possible social benefits from them.
Contagious: Transmittable.
Cover: An animals safe-site, shelter and environment. A driving force in evolution is the
acquisition and conservation of nutrients and energy. Those animals best adapted to
for extracting energy from their surroundings are more likely to survive. Less efficient
animals are displaced into suboptimal environments where few survive.
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Cysts: A closed sac having a distinct membrane and developing abnormally in a cavity or
flesh.
Deciduous trees: Trees that annually shed their leaves.
Distribution: The act of dividing or spreading out (scattering).
Ecosystem: The collection of all living organisms in a geographic area together with all living
and non-living things they interact with.
Edge: The contact zone between two different types of habitat. For most species, additional
edge improves the quality and quantity of habitat.
Elusive: Tending to evade grasp or pursuit.
Endangered Species Act: A law passed in 1973 to protect species legally declared as
endangered due to it being in imminent danger of extinction. The designation provides
such taxa with enhanced protection and management.
Entrails: Internal parts.
Epidemiological: The sum of factors controlling the presence or absence of a disease or
pathogen.
Eradicate: Eliminate.
Erosion: The removal of soil by running water or wind.
Euthanize: The act of killing in a painless way for reasons of mercy.
Exclusion: The act of preventing of restricting entrance to.
Feces: Bodily waste discharged through the anus or cloaca.
Feral: Having escaped from domestication and become wild.
Forage: Vegetation that is eaten by animals.
Forbes: Low growing herbaceous plants, both annual and perennials.
Gestation: The caring of young in the uterus.
Habitat: Land that provides living-space and sustenance for plants and animals.
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Habitat conditioning: The act of altering an area in order to make it suitable to the needs of
the organism.
Habitat modification: Altering an area to change food, water and shelter to make it
acceptable or unacceptable for a species.
Habituation: A kind of learning in which continued exposure to the same stimulus produces
diminishing responses.
Hatchling: A recently hatched animal.
Herbivore: Any organism subsisting on plants. Adj., herbivorous.
Hibernation: Condition, especially of mammals, of passing the winter in a sleepy state in
which the body temperature drops nearly to freezing and the metabolism drops close to
zero.
Home range: The area over which an animal ranges in its activities, home ranges are not
defendable.
Host: A living animal or plant affording subsistence or lodgement of a parasite.
Incentives: A reward offered to stimulate greater effort.
Incisors: A tooth adapted for cutting; in front of the canines.
Indigenous: Pertains to organisms that are native to a particular region; not introduced.
Inhabited: To be present in or occupy in any manner.
Inseminate: To introduce semen into the genital tract of a female.
Interspersed: Scattered.
Larva: pl. larvae. An immature stage that is quite different from the adult.
Legumes: A large family of flowering plants that have pods that split open when dry,
comprising beans, peas, clover, etc.
Mammals: Any class of higher vertebrates that nourish their young with milk secreted by
mammary glands and have skin more or less covered with hair.
Mandate: Authorization to carry out a program or policy.
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Microorganism: An organism of microscopic size.
Monogamous: The practice of only having one mate during one’s lifetime.
Multiple use: The use of lands for as many different purposes as possible in order to gain
maximum benefit from them.
Natural Resource: Something that is useful to humans and exists independent of human
activity.
Niche: The role of an organism in an ecological community; its unique way of life and its
relationship to other living and non-living things.
Nocturnal: Active at night.
Non-target species: Those animals whose control is not intended.
Opportunistic feeders: Those organisms who locate food by taking advantage of
opportunities or circumstances.
Pelage: The hairy covering of a mammal.
Perennial: A plant that lives for more than two years.
Peripheral: The external boundary of something distinguished from its internal regions.
Polygamous: Having more than one mate at one time.
Population: The total of individuals occupying an area at a particular time.
Population density: Number of animals of the same species (group) per unit area.
Precipitation: A deposit on the earth of hail, mist, rain, sleet or snow.
Preservation: The nonuse of resources. Limited resource development for the purpose of
saving resources for the future.
Producers: A trophic level; consists of green plants.
Rangeland: Land that provides or is capable of providing forage for grazing animals.
Regeneration: To replace lost or damaged parts with new tissue.
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Reservoir: An organism in which a parasite lives and multiplies without damaging its host.
Riparian zones: Lands adjacent to and subject to flooding by streams.
Sanitation: The act of cleaning or to keep clean.
Scat: An animal’s fecal droppings.
Species: A group of organisms with similar genetic and morphologic characteristics, that are
capable of interbreeding.
Staple (food): The essential food for an organism.
Stupor: Dazed.
Succession: A progression of plant types following a significant or catastrophic event.
Successional stages: The stage of plant community growth or development.
Succulent: Having thick fleshy leaves that conserve moisture.
Vaccination: The act of administering a vaccine by injection.
Vectors: An organism (such as an insect) that transmits a pathogen.
Watershed: A region or area bounded by a water draining to a particular body of water.
Wean: To accustom to take food otherwise than by nursing.
Wildlife: Living things that are neither human nor domesticated.
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